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High Quality 
SYRUPS 
ON WHICH YOU CAN RELY. 
HAVE YOU TRIED? 
Our Social Brand 
RASPBERRY, STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE, ETC. 
Manufactured and Guaranteed by 
The PURITY FACTORIES; Ltd. 
Newfoundland's foremost manufacturers of BISCUITS and CANDIES. 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
-0-
Badger's Quay, Lomond, Petty Harbor, Thoroughfare. 
Cold Stores-Lomond and St. John's. 
Refrigerating Ship M. V. "Netherton." 
General ~erchants, Agents and Importers 
fxporters of Salt Codfish 
and all fishery rroducts 
••• TO ••• 
England, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Canada, United 
States, Brazil, Jamaica,· Porto Rico, Barbados 
and other West Indian Ports. 
-o-
Dry, Pickled, Frozen and Canned Fish. 
Frozen Blueberries, Codoil and Medicinal Cod Liver Oil. 
--o--
Subsidiaries: W. S. MONROE & CO., L TO., 
BRIDGETOWN, B4RB4DOS. 
Commission Merchants and Ships Agents, 
Codfish, Molasses, etc. 
Always at Your Service. 
A val on Telephone System, 
~fi.' 
Local and Long Distance. 
Dainty and Appropriate 
Christmas Gifts 
You will do well to pay us an early visit. 
You will find Our Store Stocked with 
Goods suitable for presents; things that 
look well and will please the recipients. 
All at Moderate Prices. .:1- .:1- .:1-
R. G. MacDonald, Ltd.t 
254 Water Street, St. Jqhn's. 
(Opposite Dicks & Co's.) 
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! What a 
And 
Christmas Gift! 
What Outstanding Value. 
News, Sports, Drama, Music, ... the finest 
the world affords. That's what you give 
when you give a · New 1939 Philco-the leader in 
performance and value. Come in- see it-try it. 
Priced 
I' rom 
$48.75 FREE DEMONSTRATION 
Ask about Our Easy Terms. Up. 
~ . 1939 The ROYAL STORES, Ltd., 
~PHILCO SOLE AGENTS. 
W elcotne Coal ! Christmas 
At the request of many of our customers we 
have decided to again import this Coal. 
This is a very high grade English Coal, it 
is clean burning and the most suitable for domes-
tic use. If you have never used it, ask someone 
who has. 
WELSH ANTHRACITE. 
Absolutely the most economical and best Coal 
for heating. 
Ask those who have used our Anthracite. 
A. H. MURRAY & Co., Ltd. 
'Phones 3400- 3401- 3402. 
Wm. ·oawe & Sons, Limited. 
Wood Goods made of Good Woods. 
Having taken over tbe Vail Building, corner Water 
Street an d Springdale Street, we are now equipped 
with up-to-date dryin~ facilities and are now in a posi-
tion to supply all lines of Buildin: Materials: 
Mouldings of all kinds, Doors, Sashes, B. C. Fir, 
Pine, Maple and Oak Flooring, F actory Fini,hed 
Flooring, B. C. Fir Locktite Wallboard at greatly 
reduced prices. 
Wallboards, English Insulation Boards, Bituminous 
Boards, Mediu m Hard, Hard an d Super H ard Wall-
boards, Roofings, Paints, Nails, Metal Weather 
Stripping. 
Cement, Locks, Hinges, Putty, Glass, etc. 
'Phone 2587- 2588. 
Peal out and tell us how glad we should be 
that we are alive at this festive season. They 
also tell us that it is the season of giving, 
whatever it be-dollars, service or a cheerful 
smile-it makes little difference so long as it 
comes from the heart. 
When your friends come in to see you, give them 
A Cup of Golden Pheasant Tea 
and see the hearty smile they will give you 
in return. 
murv Cbrtstmas to an. 
Ferguson, Holness & Co., Ltd., 
J. B. Mitchell & Son, Ltd., Agents. 
Are Durable 
Finished, 
Made of the 
Best Material, 
and Manufactured in Newfoundland by 
J. J. HENLEY, 
Factory and Office: 
Henry Street St. John ' s , Nfld . 
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CITY OF ST. JOHN'S 
St. John's Municipal Council. 
Public Notice. 
All persons intending to buy or lease 
land for Building purposes a~e hereby 
notified before finalizing the purchase 
or lease to apply at the Office of the 
City Engineer, City Hall, for information 
as to whether or not permission will be 
given to erect houses or other buildings 
on the said land. 
J. J. MAHONY, 
City Clerk. 
City H all, D ecember, 1938. 
Native Flour 
Ask Your firocer for lt. 
T. & M. WINTER, LTD., 
DISTRIBUTORS. 
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Cotton Seine Twine, 
Herring Nets, 
Cotton Linnett. 
W. A. MUNN & CO., LTD. 
When anything better is invented 
We Shall Make That. 
Colonial Cordage Co., Ltd. Board of Trade Building, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
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Harbour Grace History. 
Chapter Twenty. 
By W. A. Munn. 
C~ncep1ion Bay Bankers. 
r----.,URING the decade of the Seventies the Codfishery 
I 
had been fairly successful both Shore and Labra-
. 
dor, but there was a feeling that the Bank Fishery, 
which had always been the central occupation of 
European rivals was neglected to a large extent in 
this Country. 
It was a period of further developments of our 
....._ 
fisheries, as will be seen in this Chapter. 
The Halifax Award and the Contest over the Bait Act created 
a national feeling that spread to every harbour in Conception 
Bay. and which shows itself prominently in the exp1nsion of the 
Bank Fishery. It is difficult to get proper statistics, but there 
must have been a fleet of fully a hundred vessels prosecuting 
this fishery during the eighties, more than half of which came 
from Conception Bay. 
There was an able body of fishern1en at the head of Coneep-
tion Bay-at Holyrood and Harbour Main-wbo were amo•g 
the first at this period. 
Capt. Walter Kennedy, who is still vigorous, made a name for 
himself in the" Annie B." and the" Northern Star," and more 
especially the " Silver Spring," and his colleague, Capt. John 
Lewis, both were pioneers with Capt. Michael O'Rourke, a still 
older generation in the schr. "Dolphin." The bountiful supply 
of bait for which Holyrood is famous must have inspired these 
Captains Courageous to take tbe lead. Subsequently Capt. 
John Lewis went M~ster of the schr. "Dolphin," but he is 
better known later on in the "Helena May" and the " Jubilee," 
but he was also Master of the "General Gordon" owned by 
John Joy of Holyrood. 
In the early eighties the head of Conception Bay from 
Avondale to Kelligrews could boast of over one hundred vessels 
" BLUENOSE"-THE CHAM PION BANKER. ,. ... .. ~ \ .A.i. 
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prosecuting the fisher ies in all d irections, princip11ly at:Labrador, 
all iesured in local clubs. Michael 0' Rourke in the "Fanny " 
a nd John Sullivan of H arb our Main in the " Mary" are said to 
be the first pioneers on Northern L abrador about r877, as far 
north as K ittle-o-pikes, whic h is just south of Cape Mugford. 
The first records we find in H arbaur G race of bankers. 
r88o, April 2oth-John Munn & Co. , clened a t the Customs 
H ouse for Ba nk Fishery, schr. " Louis J 1ne," Capt. Mutio 
_McG rath ; " Prince," Capt. Patr ick Laracy ; both o f these 
captains came from the vicinity of Coll iers. The next year, 
Martin McGrath, went Master of the schr. " Ann a A. Tee!. " 
The fi rst of the Captains livin g at H arbour Grace was C aptain 
Stephen Hawkins in the schr. " Selin a," an d shortly after the 
schr. "Effi ~." C apt. Jo hn F. N oe l w.!nt first in chuge of the 
"Anna A. Teel, " but he is rem embered s:ill more in the schr. 
" Mary M ." 
r884-The Harbour Grace Banking Company was started 
with Patrick Farrell as President, and John Paterson as 
Treas urer. They were the prime movers. Their fir st vessel 
Banks. Walter Joy h•d the " scbr. '' J. Saint." Hearts Content-
J oseph Hopkins and his two soos, Joseph and William did good 
work in vessels of their own. George M >ore bad another ship 
" E . B. Philips." Catalina-Norman & Fred Snelgrove bad 
seven bankers, scbrs. "H r rang~ a," "Cactus," "Liberty," 
"Accne," ' ' Sir John G lover," " Annie" and " Meda Anne." 
M cCormack and Walsh , also J & 0 Ryan bad more bankers. 
L find it impossibl~ to get a corre_ct list, but this will show 
what energy was thrown into the prosecution of this industry 
in and 11ear Conception B.1y. 
This brings us to the stirring times menti.:med in the last 
cha pter of the competition wi th the French at St. Pierre, when 
th~ir fl eet were largely increased by that unfair ';IIethod of trade 
stimulated by artifi ci al b>unties gra " t~d by the Government of 
France for their own p:>litical reasons. Our whole Country 
recog ni zed the eff¢ct ~ of this artful con trivance to excite 
unnatural trade for ulterior motives, and were roused to keen 
combativeness. N ot even dis tsters like " F lying Arrow" could 
deter them from the fi ; hery. E ven the loss of a Carbonear 
BANKE RS GETTING SQUID BAIT AT H OL YROOD. 
Photo by Ern Maunder. 
was tbe "Flying Arrow," Capt. Dick O'Neil. The following 
year be took charge of the schr. " Thrasher." 
1886- The " Flying Arrow!! Capt. Parsons was run down in 
the fog on the B1nks by a large Nova Scotia bHque, when the 
crew only saved their lives by climbing on her bobstay. We 
find a steady increase at Harbour Grace. C. W. Ross & Co., 
followed with veilsels : " Switcher, " Capt. Yetman ; " Iona," 
Capt. Parmiter; " Indnstry," Capt. Barrett. A fourth fleet was 
the " T. R . Volger," " Jubilee," ' ' Grover Clevela .td ," " Helen~ 
May," " J. C . Mayo." ' 
Carbonear came to the front beaded by the enterprising firms 
of John Rorke, Duff & Balmer, Penney Bros. and B. T . H . G ould 
wi th ab ::>Ut a dozen bankers. C. & A. D.1we of Bay R 1berts 
~;tarted with some excellent vesse ls built under their ow11 
supervision. "Ideli •, " " Hebe," " F iona" and "Ruby." 
Capt. Henry Dawe had the " Enchantress." Brigus had the 
" Zebra" , Capt. Saml. Bartlett ;. " General Grant," Capt. Henry 
Bartlett ; " Victor," Capt. Moses Bartlett. Harbour Main_:_ 
Patrick Hickey had the "Ma~gie. " A\·ondale-Daniel Flynn 
built the" Sebastian Cabot" of wh ich Con. Kennedy took charge. 
Holyrood-schrs. "Michael" and " Dart" were built here for the 
ves sol , ' 'Ocean Friend," with . all her crew could not prevent 
others from the prosecution of this mdustry. 
We find a steady increase of the quantity of fish caught 
ahowing bow this Bank Fishery was being studied to good ad-
vantage. The method of curing and culling codfish is a science, 
that can only be at tained by thoughtful men in a life long experi-
ence. An expert would no more think of mixing Straits of Belle 
Isle fi;h or Bank fish with the genuine L3.brador fish for the 
Italian market than e would think of flying. They knew where 
the best fish came from to suit the Braz il markets, and catered 
for it to the advantage of th.emselves and customers. In the 
early eighties there was such .. a; q uantity of Bank fi sh offering in 
Conception B.ty, that John ·M:t. nn & Co., decided to cater for 
the American market with . ".Bpneless Codfish." This industry 
was largely prosecuted in Glo:ucester a nd other New England 
towns, where the Americans were then w:>rking a large Banking 
.fleet. 
That ~enius for inventions, Capt. F. W. Golder, was placed 
in _c_harge, and it was not _Io~g before be bad certain Harbour 
Grace vessels making a selection of suitable fish as it was caught 
·on the -Banks, saltin2' heavily the large fhh for boneless, ar.d 
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- lightly salting the small fish, which was intended for hard drying 
· later on for other markets. A thorough i!udy of ·the anatomy 
· of the fish took place by a competent crew in Harbour Grace 
where every bone in the fish was removed . This fish was then 
cut to suit press boxes, and the finished article was tied in blocks 
or brick~, nicely wrapped in waxed paper, advertising the name 
of the firm, and telling the customers the very best methods to 
. handle this fish for cook{ng. It is fifty y~ars ago since this 
boneless and skinless codfi~h was put up in small boxes of tel" , 
· twenty and forty pounds, and sent to the markets of Canada and 
the United S tates meeting the approval of customers ever)-
where. Their "King Cod" brand was asked for in every town . 
As a proof of this the " Blue Ribbon " or v ery highest award was 
won at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893 to celebrate the 4ooth 
Anniversary of Christopher Columbus discovery of America , and 
can still be shown. E very large producer of Boneless Codfish 
in Gloucester and Boston had exhibits of their fish at this contest 
in Chicago, but b !k re the summer was out every exhibi t of their 
St. Stephen's Day. 
1883-As the year grew to a close when Christmas cheer was 
in evidence, a riot took place on St Stephen's Day in the West 
End of Harbour Grace, that stirred the whole country to its very 
depths. It is too well remembered to dwell on here . . A new 
election took place shortly after. The British Government 
stationed the warship " Tenedos" at Harbour Grace the follow-
ing autumn, she was moored at the Beach premises. The riot 
was so much regretted by all that every townsman did his best 
to make the following winter the haf>piest possible for the 
officers and crew of the "Tenedos." It was a winter of jollifi-
cation and entertainment with skating, snow-shoeing and tobog-
ganing, and e!\pecially horse racing on the harbour, which was 
frozen over, and was in perfect condition for this sport. 
1883 , November-The s. s. "Commodore" was entering Syd-
ney Harbour and went ashore in a fog, becoming a total loss. 
; 884-The s.s. " Greenland " was being gofready in Septem-
ber for a trip to Labra-ior, and thence with a cargo of herrin' 
_t,,.. 
H ARBOU R MAIN-T WO RA NK ERS GETTING A BAIT IN G O F SQU I D. 
Ph'o to by A. G. W ill iams . 
fish was thrown out as a nui -;anc<", h wing gone bad with the 
exception of Munn's Boneless Codfish put up in Harbour Grace. 
The curin: of this fish brought increased employment to the 
people of the town. Capt. G older . in his efforts to make use of 
everything made a special fertilizer out of the bones, which was 
in great demand from those growing stra wberries. The skin of 
the codfish created ano ;her industry, that of Liquid Fish Glut' , 
the very strongest adhesive known. It was put up in s mall 
bottles for the retail trade, and in barrels for the ·wholesale boot 
and shoe manufacturers, who continued for many years to ask 
fo~ this special ~lue. " It will mend anything except a broken 
heart" was the ·slogan which sold it. Many other items could be 
mentioned, but I have no doubt the fancy boxes distributed one 
Christmas will still be remembered. There were twel,ve bottles 
in the box, which was nicely labelled, and in the box a printed 
verse-
"As an emblem of F riends hip, here is someth ing th a t'• New, 
You will admit tha t to s tick, t here is no thing like G lue. 
So let our friendship remain e ver true, 
You stick to me, and I'll stick to you." 
to Montreal. About midnight the fire ~;>ells rang out. A fire 
had broken out in the lazaret to below the ~aofn-'oC t ile .. ste;~er. 
She was towed at once from the wh arves . where the other 
steamers were moored. As they reach.ed th.e· upper end of the 
harb1ur and near the South side she sank. ,J'he acco.mpanying 
photograph shows a picturesque scene. · sfle .,was_ fortunately 
insured, and Ll oyd's Underwriters sent Acfmirar ·Grant from 
London to refloat her. The Admiral expe~ted ~n easy job, but 
after going to considerable txpense, he found .that t!Je§e. sealing 
steamers, a!. hough built of wood , were very mu.ch· .heavier than 
he expected, and he had to admit defeat. The U nderwriters 
. now proposed a compromise with "the owners, which they ac-
. cepted. F. W. Golder , the ship's husband, set his ingenious 
wits to work, but it took him months of hard work to accom-
plish. He eventually got her afl.oat and fitted up. She prose-
cuted the seal fishery for another twenty-two y~ars. 
St. Paul 's Hall was built the same year ; the stone was brought 
from Lady Lake. 
August 29th-The Welsh schooner" Roseolven" left Harbour 
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Grace for Labrador to load fish for market. Two days after-
wards she was towed into Catalina by a man-o-war. She bad 
struck an iceberg. Her crew and passengers in attempting to 
leave her had been swamped in their boat, and all lost. The 
mystery surrounding this loss on a fine day made it very 
eventful. 
1884, October 11th-The official opening of the Railway 
between St. John 's and Harbour Grace took place this day. 
Sir William Whiteway and a large party from St. John's met 
Mr. R. S. Munn and others at Whitbourne Station, where an 
important banquet with speeches took place. 
x885-The death occurred of Mr. Nath. Jillard, a native of 
Darthmouth, and prominent business man for 51 years resident 
at Harbour Grace. Capt. Henry Bailey, master of the barque 
· "Clutha," died at Brazil, both leaving many friends to mourn · 
their loss. · 
1886-- The fishery this; year was an excellent one. John 
Munn & Co.'s collection from their planters was over zoo,ooo 
quintals of codfish at Labrador alone. About 13o,ooo quintals 
of this was shipped from Labrador direct _to the Mediterranean 
markets ; 7o,ooo quintals was brought by craft to Harbour 
Grace to be distributed later on. 
S.S. "GREENLAND" SUBMERGED. 
This year John Munn & Co. resorted to the chartering of two 
steamers to carry about I·o ooo quintals each. It was a new 
method that was followed up regularly since then from Labra-
dor. It enabled them to make sure of early arrivals at each 
market in Spain , Italy and Greece. It often happe-ned that 
sailing vessels met unfavourable weather when leaving Labrador, 
and with a long passage to Gibraltar, they found that a month 
had been lost which interfered greatly with the amount of fish 
cons;umed at each place. 
f'ishery Board-Adolph Nielsen-1886 to 1895. 
It is often seen that the greatest progress of a country comes 
during the hard times. While the whole country was fighting 
tooth and nail for the eRforcement of the Bait Act against our 
unfair rivals with French bounties, the greatest tfforts were 
being made by a Fishery Board compcsed of the principal mer-
cantile firms. This Board was supported by the Legislature to 
investigate our fishery conditions. 
x886-The services of Adolph Nielson were secured, and he 
· selected Dildo Island at the bottom of Trinity Bay, and erected 
a Fish Hatchery, and laid plans for an extensive investigation 
of tile habits of the codfish, herring and lobsters. Improved 
methods of catchin:, curing, cull and shipping to foreign 
markets were now carried out in the most up-to-date way, which 
if followed up at that time would have placed Newfoundland at 
the very apex of intelligent handling of fish products in compe-
titioa with our rivals of Europe and America. Unfortunately a 
chan11;e of Government occurred, and this progressive policy 
was abandoned in 1895· It has put the Newfoundland fisheries 
back fifty ) ears, and it is only now that circumstances are 
forcing the revival of this veq important resource of the British 
Empire. 
Adolph Nielsen took the deepest interest in the packing of 
the boneless codfish at Harbour Grace. He had many exhibits 
there of packing Scotch Cure Herring, and found the large fat 
Labrador herring a very suitable article. 
The efforts that were made at Hat hour Grace to improve the 
manufacture of cod liver oil got splendid support from him . 
This oil was subsequently found by the British Government 
Research Cou .1cil to be a superior article to all rivals. The 
plans for freezing and clarifying the oil met with universal 
approval, which doubled and trebled the quantity exported in a 
few years. 
Nielsen 's yearly reports on the habits of the codfish, and 
their annual migration are s till consulted as the most intensive 
research ever carried on in this industry. 
It is impossible to make adtquate laws. for catchin~ fish until 
the migration and habits of the fish are known. There has 
been no attempt in this country since Nielsen's time to find the 
spawning g rounds and trace the life history of the fish. 
Nio:lsen's reports on the winter fishery at Rose Blanche, and 
Channel, the Bank fishery and the work done in the numerous 
b1ys are splendid eff :rts br research, but a short visit that be 
made to Labrador ia 1892 will show how little we have dis-
covertd since his tim e, and what we must do btfore we can 
develop our fisheries properly. He \Hites, "We left St. John's, 
A ugu 't 17th 1892 on the coa•tal ~teamer'' Virginia Lake," and 
n•et Dr. Grenftll , "'ho "as tht n visiting his stations on the 
sloop "Al bert" at Turnavick. B { 14oing with him, it gave him 
the opportunity to visit the fishing ground~, while Dr. Grenfell 
vbiteci sick patie nts, a nd he rdurned with him reaching Battle 
Harbour on the 29th of S.-ptt mber. During this short period 
Mr. Nit:l-;en met m.tny singu lar pheromena, and mentions such 
fasts, that it is a wonder this survey has never been followed up. 
The heavy Arctic cu• rent is undoubtedly the coldest water in 
the wodd, and he gives instancts of where many fish have been 
found fiJating stunned or dr:ad from the cold, as they can only 
live when the ~empe rature is right. The codfish dread the ice 
and cold water, therefore, why do they come into the coast 
through this current of. 30 miles or more. To his surprise he 
found that the temper4ture of the water was sufficiently warm 
for about zo fathoms at the bottom for codfish , and above it a 
6 5 fathom layer of water that was so cold a fish would perish 
very quickly, and then a warmer strata at the top. He says, 
the Labrador codfi~h are quite a different variety from the cod-
fish found in the bays of Newfoundland. The subject of migra-
tion was too important for him to make rash statements, but he 
believed they resort to the Southern coast of Newfoundland 
during the winter. Large and fin«i " Rooms" are to be seen on 
Labrador, such as will fully compare with, if not outdo, many 
establishments of a similar kind in any other fishing country 
outside of Newfoundland. The outfit for this fishery by some 
firms in Newfoundland is very extens;ive, and exceeds anything 
he has experienced in any other country . From zoo to 350 
men are by sotne planters employed and fitted out direct for the 
fishery annually. The well known firna of John Munn & Co., of 
Harbour Grace alone, had 8,ooo to 9,ooo persons employed 
directly and indirectly annually, while the amount of codfish ex-
ported direct from Labrador by this house alone comes up in a 
good season to about 1 zo,ooo quintals, besides herring, salmon, 
and cod oil, etc. 
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The ne~d of exteAding investigation is imperative, as correct 
information should be known for the benefit of the fishermen, as 
to whether the changes ia the temperature of the water arc per-
manent or liable to vary each year. 
We have seen =ood yeau and bad years on the Labrador 
coast. Many stations have experienced such lean years, that 
they have had to be abandoned. It is foolish to state that the 
Labrador fishery is declining, as the fishermen now returning 
from this year's fishery tell us they never saw its equal before. 
The body of codfish frequenting many localities was phenomenal. 
At times it was really embarrasing for ti}e crews to take care of 
all they cau&ht. 
1889-The brig "William" had a quick run from Cadiz to 
Harbour Grace. A few days after arrival a case of small pox 
was discovered among her crew. It spread rapidly, as their 
clothing had · been dirtri-buted for washing among a lot of poor 
people. Over sixty cases occurred ; the Rev. A ." C. Warren, 
Church of England Minister of Upper Island Cove, being one 
of the victims, and was buried there. Dr. W. M. Allan did 
heroic work in stamping out this epidemic. He had to burn 
down many o{ the small hou5es, but got assistance "for the suf-
ferers with new houses, which started the village now known 
as Tilton. 
1889, September znd- The bur11 ing of the R. C. Cathedral 
was a calamity. It was the greatest ornament of the town, and 
U1e handsomest building in Newfoundland. Under the energetic 
oversight of Bishop McDonald, a new Cathedral arose phce nix-
like from its ashes, but all regretted the lois of the first building. 
1892, April-The barque "Ma:gie Smith," on a passage with 
a valuable cargo of dry goods from England, struck the rocks at 
Bradley Cove about tw.epty miles from Harbour Grace. It was 
Saturday evening. A telegram reached J:>bn Muon &· Co., noti-
fying them, but before they could ~et a reply to the Captain that 
assistance would. be sent him, they found that the telegraph 
wires had been cut. All recognized at once that there was 
trouble intended from wreckers. The s.s. "Lady Glover" was 
despatched with police officers, and the " Iceland" followed 
shortly after, arrivin& there about midnight. The hero on this 
occa&ion was James Evans, the Government Wreck Commis-
sioner living at Adams' Cove. He stood alone on the hatches 
of that vessel all night, darin: any man of tbe crowd who would 
interfere with his authority. It was a 11oted occurrence of law-
. lessness and efforts to sacrifice vessel and cargo by wreckers, 
but James Evans won by his fl!arless personality, and no such 
attempt has ever happened since. The two steamers mana~ed 
to pluck her from the rocks, and towed her to Harbour Grace 
but siae cost more to repair than she w"as worth. The polic~ 
remained tkere for a week hunting up' the ring-leaders. One 
man evaded them for days, but tbey eventually found him in his 
cellar witk his bead and shoulders in a flour _ barrel, anP, his feet 
up against the wall. The police had kicked that barrel many 
times, but failed to detect suc:h an innocent hiding place. 
Many interesting items of the eigltties have had to be left o~t. 
In our next we will give the story of the teirible Labrador 
Gale of 1885 when seventy-three vessels and seventy lives were 
lost. 
WINTER DAWN. 
By Alma Robison Higbee. 
WINTER •I- reads her sables on the ground, 
When I looked out at dawn the trees were white · 
With slender penciling, no breath of sound 
Stirred laden boughs, the laggard feet of night 
In passing, left a faint blue tinge of light 
That covered all; the cold gray sky stood guard 
Until the sun 's new arrow, swift a11d bright 
Threaded the trees with diamond d ust and starred 
The tranquil hills to make a lovely Chris~mas Card. 
WINTER. 
By Laura Hoagland Pierce, Kansas Cify, Mo. 
WINTER's charm now spreads its beauty 
Over bill and vale and wood, 
Wrapping all the trees in ermine 
And in silences that brood. 
Brood of green leaves th at have withered 
When their reign of splendor ceased, 
Brood of mystic throbs of Spring time 
That will bring new life, released. 
Underneath the warm snow blankets, 
Violets and snow drops sleep, 
Waiting for the kiss of Spring time 
That will stir their slumber deep. 
And will break the icy shackles 
Chaining rivers, lakes and 1ills, 
And, from hibernating s lumber 
Wake the gras~es on the hills. 
Winter has quiescent beauty, 
I ike the pause between two notes, 
Yet it fills a measured rhythm, 
And its share of life promotes. 
Sold at all firocery Stores. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND NOTES. 
By Agnes Marion Ayre. 
Two Little Princes in the Tower. 
1: ~J}J. OR many people their enjoyment of the {?5~ fine exhibits of cattle, woven materials ~ and vegetables at the All-Newfound-~~ land Fair was spoilt by the serious 
danger of fire. 
I put out two cigarettes that were burning gaily 
without owners. Those responsible for the Art Ex-
hibition knew that the valuable loan collection of 
pictures could not have been replaced. 
THE BALD EAGLE. 
More depressing than the thought of fire was the 
sight of two magnificent young eaglts in a small 
cage, in a dark corner of the building. To keep 
these mountain dwellers scientifically in a cage as 
large as the rink is bad enough. 
Upon inquiry I was told the birds had been cap-
tured young from the high hills in the vicinity of 
Rencontre, and had been kept at Twenty-Mile Pond 
near Round Pond for six weeks. It is not clear 
under what heading they were exhibited. Certainly 
not " Pets." They had no friends: 
All day long boys beat at the cage with sticks, 
poked straws through the wires, meowed and barked 
to attract the birds' attention. All day long thou-
sands of people stared at them. One thought of Sir 
Harry Vane. 
The eagles were good sports. They could take it. 
Their beautiful eyes returned our gaze in a frank 
and friendly manner. One understands why the 
eagle bas been taken as emblem by so many great 
nations. 
At night the eagles sat close together, their eyes 
a little bewildered by :J.ll the noise and fuss. Two 
powerful electric lights blazed from ten till ten, 
level with their heads, inside the six foot cage. At 
the last only one of the lights was turned on; per-
haps the other had burned out. 
What will happen to them when the Exhibition 
closes? Those in authority assured us the eagles 
were to be returned to Rencontre and given their 
freedom. This seemed humane enough after their 
needless torture. But alas, it was too much trouble. 
We were told: "Nasty brutes. I had their heads 
cut off. Like hens." 
A mean and unsporting act. A nice example for 
the lads who are attendants at the rink. 
Pythagoras at Salfnonier. 
One summer a little friend of mine ·was suffering 
from whooping cough. rhe neighbours at Salmonier 
told her mot her of all the usual cures: " Pass the 
· child through the forked branch of an ash-tree." 
"Pass the child under a donkey," etc. One woman 
had cured her three little sons with an "old-fashioned 
remedy" which she handed on. Her husband had 
caught three live trout and held them to the boys' 
mouths. The trout then received the whooping 
cough, and were put back carefully into the Sal-
monier River, when they swam off. 
Woodpecker Sunday. 
If we run a finger across the map of North Am-
erica as far west as we can go, we come to the place 
where one Sunday every spring the Miracle of the 
Birds takes place. If we run across the map as far 
east as we can go, we come to Portugal Cove, New-
foundland. A mile and a half uphill from Portugal 
Cove is Murray's Pond. On a Sunday in the mid-
dle of September each year we hold Woodpecker 
Sunday. For the past ten years on the same date, 
as regularly as clock-work, the woodpeckers arrive. 
We hear them before we get up. They start at 
dawn picking off the daddy-long-legs which have 
crawled up out of the grass on to the sides of 
the house. 
In the early summer evenings when we are get-
ting the garden ready, snipe, too high to see, are 
giving their peculiar call. John Murphy said: 
" 1 hy 1rake it with their wings as they come 
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Ue>wn. A sign of a fine day tc-morrow.' At the 
'Satlle time the wild gay cry of the great loon rings 
out. We see them, like crosses in the sky, travel-
ling in the direction of Bacalao Island at incredible 
:Speed. At dawn next day tbey wake us returning 
to Twenty-Mile Pond. We often see them swim-
:ming there in formation. Their home is at Gull 
Island in Twenty-Mile Pond. 
One morning just as the sun was turning every-
thing to gold and rose, I witnessed a strange scene. 
On the top of the swing were two golden flickers. 
The lady sat quite still, her head bent coyly. The 
t~uitor waltzed and bowed around her, keeping up a 
a noisy recitation which sounded rather like: "gob-
ble-gobble-gobble." This went on for over an hour. 
These flickers are always accompanied by small 
red birds which seem to act as messengers. I 
-When the dogs got near, the birds would all rise 
suddenly like a cloud of feathers, or a hundred 
scraps of white paper, and whirl across to another 
part of the field. The dogs tore along in stream-
lined pursuit, yelping madly. 
One autumn our spaniel Chum got caught in a 
rabbit snare. The harder he tugged to get away, 
the tigl1ter drew the copper noose. He cried bitterly 
(rabbits cry too). We hurried to set him free. To 
the end of his days he bore a scar, where the wire 
had torn his muzzle across. 
Occasionally one comes across battles between 
red and bhck ants. They would make interesting 
moving pictures if one happened to have a camara 
at hand. 
As we stood watching the spaniels chasing the 
snow buntings, at our feet, in the potato patch, was 
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watched them from the garage. First. the little 
bird entered a bedroom window; reported the coast 
was clear; and then the flickers entered the house. 
They pick at the flagpole, the woodshed, the ver-
andah. Sometimes they are to be seen looking o ut 
of their little houses at Twenty-Mile Pond. This 
year a few black-and-white woodpeckers came later. 
I have not noticed them near Murray's Pond before. 
On Woodpecker Sunday there is great exc ite-
ment. Sometimes we count as many as twenty at 
once on the trees and wires near th e house. They 
fly low, short distances only, and we get a good look 
at the red on their heads; see their long bills, and 
the beautiful golden colour under their wings. Then 
suddenly they are gone. Not one remains. 
Snow Buntings and Lady Birds. 
This autumn at the beginning of October the 
spaniels Butch and Smudge had been having a busy 
time chasing snow buntings along the furrows of an 
old potato patch at the head of Murray's Pond. 
a congregation 'Of ladybirds. There must have been 
a gathering of two or three hundred, close together 
on the sides of a tiny knoll. ln the centre was •a 
rathe r round black beetle, nearly twice as large as 
a ladybird. What was ·it ·all about? The beetle 
resen;bled the mystic scarabce us, supposed by the 
Egyptians to represent metamorphosis, and found on 
their monuments, amulets, and as the head of a god. 
Nobody has .learnt much -about the Newfoundland 
insects since Philip Henry Gosse made his collection 
and notes at Carbonear o ver a hundred years ago. 
Frogs. 
When I was a child there were no frogs in New-
feu ndland. We went to see the first ones in a 
marsh at Major's Path near St. john's. Now they 
have not spread very far from St. John 's. Mt. 
Gray says some were brought to Angle Brook. 
Rev. Oliver Jackson told me he brought the first 
ones to Bell Island, and put them in a marsh to shoVt 
the children. An old man forgetting he was talking 
to the parson, exclaimed : " Well I'll be d-d." 
When gathering plants at North \Vest River, 
Labrador, I saw frogs jumping about in the long 
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grass. It was a little startling at first. We are not 
accustomed to find them in the Newfoundland 
woods. Not long ago there were no frogs at 
Murray's Pond. There were many muskrats swim-
ming about there until a few years ago. Now they 
have all been killed out, and their place has been 
taken by the n~wcomers-frogs. At Blast Hole, high 
above Portt,Jgal Cove, we found tadpoles in a marsh 
in October. 
On the map of Newfoundland by Eugene Miller, 
"hellenist distingue," 1 5 20, on the east coast are 
three Formosas. On later maps it is sometimes 
spelt Frongnoust. Perhaps Farmer's Isle near Fogo 
on Captain Cook's map is Fermowes. 
THE LOON . 
I asked Mrs. Bartlett, mother of the explorer, if 
she ' could tell me how Frogmarsl-i, near Brigus, got 
its name. She said the oldest people in Brigus 
informed her tbat the name was Frogmore. The 
early settlers there were from Tipperary. 
There are no frogs at Frogmarsh. Could Frog-
marsh or Frogmore be Formosa of the old maps? 
It is beautiful enough to have been so named. Sir 
William Vaughan writes of Formosa near Renews, 
and it is so spelt on old Portuguese maps. 
Rats Cemetery. 
My father-in-law the late F. W. Ayre told me that 
he came across a reference to a rats' cemetery in a 
book by A. L. 0. E. (A Lady of England); and 
once when he was a boy watching some workmen 
tearing up old boards on Steer's wharf, St. John's, 
he saw a curious sight, a number of rats' skeletons 
were packed like sardines. Other rats perhaps had 
laid them thus "heads and tails." 
Hiltie. 
We sometimes read of fish which live to a great 
age. A carp in a pool in France is said to have 
been there for a hundred years. 
Hillie, a mud trout in Murray's Pond, grew from 
boyhood to young manhood under our eyes. We 
used to dig up worms for him. Hillie had a tre-
mendous appetite. He thought nothing of a canful 
of worms at a meal, and was ready for scraps of 
bread too. He dwelt under our wharf. We used 
to show him off. We gave him a long straw and 
he swam out as far as the lillies with his banner 
waving jauntily above the water. I know it sounds 
far-fetched, but many people saw Hillie. By mi_stake 
we overdid it. We showed him to a fisherman. 
Next morning Hillie did not come to be fed. 
to marcont. 
By Ethel Weir. 
[July 20th of this year was the first anniversary of the death of this great 
man whose first experiments were conducted from signal hill in 1901.] 
HE needs not the floral tribute, 
Nor the panegyric preached, 
There's a monument that's lasting 
Jn the great heights which he reached. 
Voices in the air proclaim it, 
From the land and o'er the sea, 
Music wafts it in the breezes-
Gems of choicest melody. 
Bringing cheer to those imprisoned, 
By some human frailty long, 
Baffling morbid fears and fancies, 
With the charm of some sweet song. 
Aged and infirm ones who also, 
Are debarred frCJm outside view, 
Listen in with thankful hearing, 
And take grip on life anew. 
Wave lengths o'er the world are bringing 
Programmes that please old and young, 
From the far West to the Orient 
Every clime and ever} tongue. 
A II the season's sports depicted, 
Every phase of life outdoor 
From the twittering of the song birds 
To Niagara's mighty roar. 
When great statesmen meet in conference 
Their grave problems are portrayed-
War's dread cloud, or nation's hand clasp, 
World relations to the trade. 
From the throne and .from the· pulpit 
Food for thought is given to all, 
To palatial home transmitted 
Same as to the cottage small. 
There is yet another blessing 
None can estimate its worth-
Human life to save and succour 
Is the noblest call on earth. . , 
When through din of shrieking storm waves, 
Comes the signal of distress, 
Countless lives are brought to safety 
By the Heaven sent S. 0. S. 
Ah I how some their sanity forfeit 
And to baser use employ _ r 
Their great talent in inventions · 
Not to save lif~but deJtrgy I 
May He who controls the universe 
In His realm above the air ' 
Raise UP. others and endow them 
With high aims arid vision: Ciear. 
This great genius, when his call came, 
Left a legacy behind, 
To the future ·generations 
Benefitting all tnankind. 
Weep not, little daughter, he has 
But outside the porta,ls passed, 
And the" Well done'' will be hearing 
In the Heavenly Choir's broadcast. 
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OY BLUE'S CHRIST:NIA.S 
By Capt. Leo C. Murphy. 
ITTLE Bov BLuE," they called him, because 
he looked his best in a blue and white 
zipper suit, or white and blue rompers; 
his little pink face smiled at you under 
the light curly hair, and your heart warmed 
when he shouted out: " Look," which he 
did, when anything attracted attention. 
was Christmas week, and Boy Blue had sud-
gone off colour. His cheerfulness, curiosity 
Pvl•r\.'th•ng, seemed to have vanished. Even the 
whom he hugged so vigorously whenever it 
his way, did not excite his attention. 
Christmas would soon be here, and little Boy Blue 
sick. 
Bureau drawers were now locked, and enquirers after 
the boy's health left mysterious looking parcels, 
which were only opened when the children went to 
bed. Sometimes a tear stole down Mama's cheek, 
and Daddy looked thoughtfully out through the 
window at the snow and the moon. 
Little Boy Blue was their only little Boy Blue, 
and he was very, very sick. 
It was Christmas Eve, early in the morning, when 
Godfather came to the house; Godfather, after whom 
the little boy was name<} ; Godfather, fussy, worried, 
annoyed, because the little chap wasn't up. "Christ-
mas Eve," he said, trying to affect a careless interest, 
"funny you don't shake him up. He should be on 
~ " . .. 
I ' -j ..; • _. .. • :: • .....,. 
J 
.. 
COFFIN POOL-A HURDLE TO TEST THE LEAPING SALMON, 
MITCHELL'S BROOK, LONG HARBOUR, FORTU:'i/E BAY. 
The only boy in a family of three girls, naturally 
rjuterest focused on him considerably. Daddy looked 
~4lUJl[htJ[ul. and Mammy was obviously worried. An 
illdlul~tent Godfather made frequent enquiries, and 
Aunt had numerous suggestions. The Doctor, 
called, was kindly but non-committal. " Boy 
was three years old, and children could stand 
lot The boy was wiry, and this temporary set 
back might soon adjust itself. 
In the meantime, his little sisters sent up frequen-t 
tf)r.lVelrs to Heaven for" Junior," as well as numerous 
to Santa Claus, in which every possible article 
to the hearts of little girls 'vvere enumerated. _ 
But little Boy Blue kept to bed, and a shadow 
over the house. 
Daddy secured a tree, and had it concealed in the 
room until it was time to place it in position. 
stole in with many little articles for the deco-
and put them in every available hiding place. 
deck to-morrow. Don't expect me to dint;~er, if he 
won't be at table. What's the use of getting him a 
high-chair unless the little chap is going to sit in it. 
Let me see him." ,. • 
The December sunlight fell across the room, and 
in that radiant streak, Little Boy Blue .--Jay on the 
bed, ~1is light curly head and blue pajama suit limned 
against the pillows. Godfather, with shining eyes, 
looked down- on his namesake, but there was no 
response from the lad. He-was very, very sick. 
The day grew on. Sorrow delayed the prepara-
tions, and the zest had gone out of everything. It 
was a saddened, tire9 Qaddy who came home to. 
tea, and although everybody tried to be cheerful, it 
was a poor effort at best. 
The green tree, with its splendid branches, \Vas 
still in the spare room, and no one seemed worried 
about it. 
Mammy continued her usual work, the turkey 
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was prepared ; the girls said their prayers and went 
to bed; Daddy moved around, occasionally going 
in to see the sick boy, read a little, had a smoke, and 
fought hard to appear in good spirits. 
Eleven o'clock! 
A cry from the bed-room, and the parents were 
quickly there. 
" Darling, darling," someone said. 
. There was little Boy Blue, standing on his bed, 
with his eyes wide open. 
"Oh. Oh." 
"It's all right now. You're awake. You're 
better. There. It's nothing." 
" Look,-look," said the little chap, "Look." 
"·Only the moonlight, little man, coming on your 
face," came from Daddy, soothingly. 
" It wasn't anything, really," Mammy said. 
· A knock at the door-a cough-a hurried step. 
Godfather. "Coming up," called the latter. "How 
is .he?" 
" Better," said the parents, together, happily. 
"Humph." 
" Look," said little Boy Blue. " The Moon and 
the man." 
The Mother stood bv the bedside, nervously. 
Father cleared his throat: The other man beamed. 
"I'm sleepy now, Mum, must be up to-morrow 
for Santa." ' 
The little chap closed his eyes. Everything was 
turning out satisfactorily. The Mother knelt by 
the bed. She heard his voice saying something, 
sleepily; he snuggled up beside her, and he fell into 
the dreamless sleep which promised recovery. 
Downstairs the two men dug out the Christmas 
tree, and commenced to decorate it, and a short 
while later the Joy Bells rang out on the December 
air, calling the worshippers to Midnight Mass, and 
announcing the glorious message of the Christmas 
Season. 
Little Boy Blue would h~ve his Christmas after all! 
a-Ile &~pectea ~ne. 
By Be rfille Tobi n. 
ON that fatal day in Eden 's Garden, 
When man used "self-expression" to rebel, 
God's mercy, tempering justice, promised pardon 
As He His erring creatures did expel. 
With all their late blissful prospects blighted 
There came as a bright ray from distant sun 
Comfort to the culprits that yet righted 
By a Saviour would be damage they had done. 
Four thousand years elapsed with their sorrow, 
And through them like a wending crystal stream 
Gleamed the ho pe that on some joyful morrow 
Salvation would from open heavens teem. 
Isaias told His Mother would be VIrgin, 
Jeremias that He'd be of David's race, 
Daniel said the T1 ee of Life would bmgeon 
After seventy weeks of years did pace. 
Micheas saw in vision Bethlehem 
Was to be the hallowed pla.::e of the Birth 
Of the Redeemer when He came to stem 
The flood of ruin which nigh gulfed the earth. 
Thus was foreknown Christ would come an Infant, 
A )so the City of that blessed Advent, 
And the year-almosi the very instant-
But when H e came He found no tenement, 
No stately home had Judah 's sons erected 
To house the Babe divine when He'd appear-
Strange Paradox-eage•ly expected, 
And yet no shelter Jave a Stable drear! 
Much are we shocked at th e crude unkindness 
Which the Christ received from the chosen race, 
But let us beware of greater blindness, 
For to us has been gracled higher grace. 
We know all the Price He paid in saving, 
We know His latest Law-" Each other Jove"-
We know, for ce rtain, the home He's craving-
The heart-to hold Him as its treasure trove 1 
Those other guests, self-interest . enjoyment, 
Or, worst of a ll , evil , His arch-foe-
Let them feel truly out of environment 
.Because the dear Christ Child is welcome so I 
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Our Little Rivers. 
V.-NORTH HARBOUR RIVER. ST. 
By W. J. Browne. 
F a visitor to our country were to ask you, age by standing on tiptoe to peep up at sightseers 
" What are the prettiest places that I lingering near. 
could see by motor car," it is ten to one You would never think that this surprising discov-
that amongst the list you would give, the ery of virginal freshness and indefinable charm along 
Cataract would be included. Everyone the lonely Placentia road, had any relation to the slug-
loves this place, and yet it is hard to de- gish stream you passed a few minutes before. Yet 
scribe its natural beauty, that can be better the turgid waters of that bayou that is enclosed in a 
admired because of a slender span of concrete and growth of trees of tropical luxuriance and mystery 
AT THE C ATARACT-A B RANC H OF THE 
N O RTH HARBOU~ R IVE R. 
rustic lookouts perched on projecting ledges around 
tne narrow gorge. 
A rivuJet falls into the dark pool at the bottom of 
the chasm with exaggerated splashings; independent 
streams ,trickle down its straight rocky sides, but on 
the lower side of the bridge daring trees have insinu-
ated their roots into crevices in the rocks and man-
meet the ·sparkling Cataract about two miles below 
the road, at a pool called " The Forks"; the two 
branches now unite to become North Harbour River 
which flows into North Harbour, St. Mary's Bay 
about five miles below. 
The river is the most popular one on the East 
Coast for sea trout fishing. In fact it may truly be 
called a sea-trout river; it should never be called 
a Salmon River. I once thought it was, but I 
don't think so ::my more, because I've tried so hard 
and so often and have never yet succeeded in land-
ing a salmon there. I've risen them and even 
hooked them, but land one-No, Sir! I think that 
every angler who fancies that salmon can oe caught 
anywhere at any time ought to fish this river once a 
year as a lesson in humility. 
The first time I visited this river was with the 
Old Warden, now dead, God rest him. His duties 
were equally divided between the Colinet and North 
Harbour R ivers and I know now that he had not 
seen many salmon caught upon a fly. But I owe 
him gratitude for intro.ducing me to an interesting 
river that has many attractions to compensate for 
poor salmon fishing. I was thrilled above all to 
find goosberries gro'vving wild along its banks, but 
there were other shrubs and flowers too, as well as 
giant trees to 1nake the journey downstream as 
pleasant as a walk in a park. 
We bad our rods up as we went along, but there 
were no places as far as I could see where the fish 
rested. By the time we reached the Forks Pool 
our tackle was well dry. I was first to try the pool. 
The cast fell short rtear the shore just outside of a 
pile of drifted foam, and the fly being dry floated on 
the water like a dry fly. There was a sudden surge 
from the dark depths of the pool and a salmon leapt 
high into the air, the fly before hi'm. We were all 
excited at once, but l knew enough, or thought I 
did, to let the inhabitants of the pool resume their 
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composure by waiting a couple of minutes before 
casting again. Now I used all the skill I possessed 
and let the fly drop casually in the same spot. There 
was the same heart-accelerating upsurge and a sal-
mon-! always thought it was the same one as we 
saw first, and was never doubtful until now-leapt 
up into the a ir this time with the fly in his mouth. 
He leapt again and again across the pool, . I raised 
and lowered my rod in unison and the reel sang a 
joyous song. " Give him line" shouted the warden; 
"Give him' line" he said as if it was a giant tuna or 
whale I had on. I don't know _, what happened then. 
All I can remember is seeing the salmon leap away 
from the wall on the other side of the pool and the 
TU R FEY HOLE O N NORTH HARBGU R RIVER. 
line suddenly go slack. Gone! The salmon was 
gone after all. 'Then there ensued a quiet argu-
ment between me · and the :.Varden as to what he 
should not do when a salmon is ·hooked. He was 
really as . excited as I was, I suppose ; besides, I 
probably would have lost the fish if he had never 
spoken. I know it's unjust -but every fisherman · 
resents advice wh~n he has a· fis:b on, . If the fish is 
lost there is a mental justification of the resentment; 
if the fish i~ saved there .is a £~\~her re.sentment for · 
the interference. . · . · . . · 
We went downst~~am flgain as' far as· the Tur(ey: 
Hole which: is · one of the most fascinating pools I_ 
have ever seen. It can ' jusf be covered 'from thej 
beach side by a person throwiFlg- a long line;· on the ; 
other side there is a low led,ge and behind that a · 
' high bank of turf from which the pool gets i.ts name. 1 
There is a swift run into the pool on the west side 
and the effect is to create an eddy that 'swings back 
on the other side of the current. The fish gener-
ally lie in the deep still \.vaters beyond the eddy 
although they are never still for very long but are 
swirling and rushing and leaping madly in all direc-
tions. I only once saw the pool empty and that 
was in very high water but ordinarily the fish seem 
to stay and even spawn in this pool. 
The chief attraction which this pool has is due to 
the fact that large salmon resort to it. You can tell 
they are large by the size of the tail as they laze 
around near the surface, and you can also sometimes 
see them resting if you climb out on the spruce tree 
overhanging the pool from the turfy bank. I heard 
of two fish weighing 17 pounds which were caught 
here. I'm as sure that the run of fish is large as 1 
am sure that they are very rare. 
The next time I went to Turfey Hole I went by 
road, or rather partly by road. Construction had 
been started on a road from the Placentia line to 
North Harbour, and you could therefore walk along 
this, until you came to the signpost where you took 
the path for the Turfey Hole. It was not passable 
for a vehicle; fishermen parked their cars at the 
commencement of the road 
This time I went there in August, one dazzling 
hot day and my first day's fishing for the season. 
My friends and the warden went looking for the 
Half Moon Pool and very kindly left the Turfey 
Hole to me. I waded out carefully, full of hope. 
In a couple of minutes I rose a fish. a big one, too. 
So I waited trying to calm my trembling nerves, for 
I realized · that a big fish would give me all I could 
do to land him all alone. Two minutes were up 
and I poised for the cast. I threw down stream 
first so that I should make no mistake in the dis-
tance and tl1en a back swish, pause, and forward, 
and the fly pitched on the water in perfect position. 
Up shot a huge salmon, I'd hooked him! That was 
the greatest thrill of my fishing experience because 
that fish was undoubtedly the largest fish I'd ever 
hooked. Not that he would break any world's 
record; but he weighed 16 pounds at least. He 
made a leap that I judged to be about ten feet long 
and when he reached the water-the line broke I . 
Every fisherman who has had a similar experience 
will appreciate the disappoir.tment and the misery 
I felt at this tragedy. My sense of luss was made 
none the less when I examined my line to find that 
it was rotten for about half dozen yards, and I could, 
and did, snap off several pieces i n my hands. 
" Experience is a dear school," the old proverb said 
".and fools learn in no other." 
When an angler appears to be successful in land-
ing more . fish than his neighbours put _ it down to 
e'xp'erience \1\Thich h.e has dearly bought. I learned 
a lesson that I did not forget, and since that time I 
never puf a fly into the water without seeing it is 
made fast; I never put a cast into the stream until 
I have ·examined ~t carefully and tested every strand 
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and I trust I should not be guilty of putting a line 
in the water untested. From time to time, too, the 
angler should take a look over his equipment and 
see that it is in order. Failure to do so cost me that 
salmon. However, I do not think that I've lost a 
fish because of negligence of that kind since. 
It was no use trying any more. Turfey Hole may 
be good for one salmon but that is all. Although I 
spent the rest of the day there I had no further rise. 
The warden reported fish downstream, but I had no 
desire to go there. My friends caught nothing as I 
expected. I've been to Turfey Hole several times 
since, in high water and low, and fished it from the 
murky mists of dawn through the brightness of noon 
until the night closed in wben I could not see the 
rod in my hand and my muscles were numb, but I 
hooked no more salmon. 
Yes, North Harbour River is decidedly a sea-trout 
river. Yet, I've little to tell in this re~pect for I never 
went there to catch sea-trout; but I've heard the 
THE RIVER IN LOW WATER NEAR 
THE HALF MOON POOL. 
most wonderful tal <s, that I believe to be true, of 
large baskets of huge trod weighing two and three 
and four pounds apiece being taken from the pools 
below Turfey Hole, and most especially from the 
Half Moon Pool. 
This pool is ideal for trout fishing. It is shaped 
more like a crescent than a half moon, and it extends 
for nearly two hundred yards with high woods and 
deep water on one side and a sandy beach, from 
which you may fish and where you may easily land 
your catch, on the other. I saw a few trout there 
the past summer, but the sight of a salmon with a 
red mark on his back put all thought of trout from 
my mind until after angling for him for a while a 
sea-trout came around his nose and took the fly. 
In a little gully off the main river I enjoyed a full 
quarter of an hour, hooking sea-trout as fast as I 
could throw out to them. Up above Turfey's, too, 
I saw little fishable pools, and in one of them I saw 
another salmon branded, that actually rose to my fly. 
But there was no water then to play a fish, for the 
river was very low. 
This river is a mystery. I hate to think that the 
salmon are poached near the mouth, but it would not 
surprise me very much to learn that they were. The 
river falls too low in summer to warrant anyone 
going there for salmon, and I understand that the 
beaver above the road have something to do with 
the scarcity of water. The land is very level, just a 
gradual descent all the way from the road to tidal 
water. 
Above the road and very near it there are good 
pools with sea-trout in them, where one may spend 
a pleasant afternoon. Fishing for sea-trout requires 
a different technique from salmon fishing. In the 
first place you require gaudy flies-Parmachene 
Belle, something white and something red, although 
a bright Silver Doctor is effective too. I saw a man 
fishing the Turfey one day with two big flies and a 
wreath of worms on a fish hook at the end. It will 
be seen that sea-trout fishing was not considered a 
very delicate art by this fisherman as he flogged the 
water to my consternation. 
Trout fishing needs a fast moving fly. Salmon 
"fishing requires a fly moving naturally with the cur· 
rent, although I've seen salmon go wild after a fly 
dragged against the stream. When the trout are 
plenty, fishing is real fun. It is not so exciting or 
as unprofitable as salmon fishing. It suits the man 
ip sea_rch of a holiday. It is relaxation for the work-
ingman. The salmon fisherman, on the other hand 
is as tet:npermental as an artist. If he is reputed to 
possess patience, he is judged superficially. The 
salmon fisher is restless, impatient, his mind alert 
constantly and his nerves on edge at the sight of a 
shadow moving near his line. Salmon fishing is a 
continual torture, and if it was not for the salutary 
environment in which it must be practiced, it would 
long ago have caused more nervous breakdowns 
than a collapse of the stockmarket. The fresh air, 
the blue sky, the perfume of the wild flowers, the 
robin's song and the black duck's flight compensate 
for the anguish that wrings the angler's heart at a 
lost fish. 
In the end he is better off than the trout fish er-
man, for he is ennobled by his sufferings; occasional 
defeat keeps him humble and Victory when so 
hardly won, makes him the most tolerant of men. 
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THE lYlOON lYlAIDEN. 
AN ESKIJ\-10 LEGEND. 
By Robert Gear MacDonald. 
CHILDREN, see in the long Ion: night 
The bright Moon-Maiden's smile 
Far over the ocean white and still 
In tbe Arctic season of ice and chill , 
That scatters the gloom awhile. 
It was moons and moons and moons agone 
In the summer-time warm and brief, 
That Hoo-Loo-Meek in his skin canoe 
Set out on the waters calm and blue-
Young son of our Innuit Chief. 
But his sister called from the strand anear : 
"Clumsily paddled." said she, 
" Pro:ress least with the greatest splash ; 
Back to the shore, thou stripling rash , 
Or ocean thy grave will be I" 
Loud she laughed at his boyish pranks 
With the unaccustomed oar ; 
Saucily mocked at his efforts rude; 
Till he paddled to land in a savage mood 
And chased her along the shore. 
Fleet and hardy was Hoo-Loo-Meek 
But the Maiden faster sped, 
Past the smoky tents of the Mountaineer, 
Past the craggy holds of the mount~in d eer, 
Like a terrified doe she fled. 
Faster and faster over the fields, 
And over the hills of snow ; 
By lakes bound fast with a glittering belt 
' Of ice that the Spring sun never can melt 
Went this Maiden of long ago. 
By the Northmost sea stands a mount so tall 
You scarce can dream of its height; 
Up this mountain the Maiden ran-
Whose sides had never been trodden by man-
Up the steep in her flight. 
As the wild duck rises on whirring wing 
And soars to the hill-top high, 
So the Maiden glided, with never a pause 
To its icy top that no Summer thaws, 
With never a gasp or sigh. 
Large and round in the twilight short 
Where the sky and the ocean blend 
Came the Moon's rim now, and it dre·N the Maid, 
Drew her, loving and unafraid , 
Drew her as friend draws friend . 
Over the slippery top ~be went, 
Down the ice-s mooth sides she slid 
As the gray wild duck slides into the pond-
Into the ocean and far beyond, · 
Till within the Moon ~he hid. 
And still she smiles in the time of gloom 
When the Arctic sun doth hide, 
And the Moon alone or the Northern Light 
Breaks through the black of the Polar night , 
On children, this bright Moon-bride. 
WATER-WORN GRANITE GROOVE FRAMING WATERFALL 
IN MITCHELL'S BROOK, LONG HARBOUR, FORTUNE BAY. 
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Holy Night--A Christmas Legend. 
By Rev. Walter Bogden. 
HAVE thou thy will ! I would not thee dispute 
. In solemn thin~s, the sacred Day and Hour 
When God and Man divine became as One-
As One, to lift us up to things above. 
What brooks it, its significance to thee, 
The Day and Hour of Christ 's Nativity? 
Talk as thou wilt of fairies-! have seen, 
Aye seen the mystic things of life contend 
With death and ruin, love with hate contest, 
What is a name but thought declared as done, 
Desire in action , will fulfilled in deed? 
And fairies are such wills. Hear then my rede. 
'Twas midnight, and the light of day had set 
Beyonrl the Western hills in gleaming white ; 
With supper done, and all the world being still, 
To meet another day in cheerful guise 
I with my bairns to rest and sleep had gone, 
And slumber sealed my eyelids. When anon 
Tbe snow began to fall, soft feather-like 
As falls the thistle-down afore the wind. 
No sound disturbed the air and all was peace. 
Stirred then the sleeping Dairns. A murmur low 
Bespoke long ere the dawn one was awake 
A-wait upon the morn, and thus he spake : 
TH F. STA R OF BET H LEHEM. 
Would'st know the question of the human age, 
Its weary waitings and its long dis pair? 
Would 'st dream the springs of waking life begin, 
And hear the voices of renewing days ? 
Would 'st know the Will of Heaven in Light above 
And see the Answer of Eternal Love ? 
Nay, nay I Dispute not: it were lightly done-
What ease to doubt of that we do not ken I 
How long is time: how wide, bow short the span ? 
How limitless beyond the natural sense 
Of sight and hearing-dost thou hear the knell, 
Where boundless realms unknown of Wisdom dwell? 
" My Father, d id you hear that pipe, more still 
Than deepest silence ?" trow I was awake-
! would be first, lest Oliver a nd J ean, 
So early they to share this happy Day , 
Do see their hosen fi lle.-1 , before the Morn . 
The Birthd ay of The King may yet be born . 
I was alone: no mortal was with me, 
And without change and without mov, ment due, 
The rooms were one, and through th~ opaque walls 
I saw the joy of Christmas !>hinin: through. 
No common joy was there berond wh.at fiowed 
From earth, and air and sea ; it streamed and :lowed. 
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It was not sight that taught me. Heaven 's light 
Suffused the room beyond the closed door. 
The hearth's late sparks up-sought the midnight sky, 
And forms ethereal moved, and busy bands 
Fore-spread a tapestry in mystic sign 
Where liliell fai r with passion flowers entwine. 
No voice I heard, no gift of human sense 
Taught me the lesson of that blissful hour. 
F or all was as before, yet glorified. 
And there upon the wall the simple prints 
O f home and labour hung so earthly limned-
Hung as before, the Rood alone was dimmed. 
But suddenly uprose the sounds of song 
F rom tongues unheard and blent with stringless notes. 
The falling snow-flakell seemed the harbingers 
To waft the ghlcious strains a-down to earth. 
And to the blue bespangled dome in light 
Up rose the strains of " Holy , Holy Night." 
And came, in glimpses only, jovial souls, 
The Prince and page, the Statesman, artisan , 
Came tripping to the lilting light ing air , 
And ·' rat-a-tat" rang racy through the room. 
Terpsichore in ready order meet, 
Marshalled the ru,nic rhythm of the feet. 
And far beyond the si lly room I saw 
The hedge-row, field and g arden spring to life. 
The Bellis put on bloom, Saint Joseph 's thorn, 
And willows donned their catkins. And the birds, 
The robin red and wreq in single voice 
With hawk and owl forgot , joined to rejoice. 
And graver still : the cattle in the stall 
Forgot their ll)Unchings, ceased their rumen, when 
Their fellows all gave heed , the lamb and hound 
Fell forward on their kn11es, low bending down 
And joined their utterance with vast Nature 's word 
O f " prayer and praise" to worship Nature's Lord. 
0 what a quire was there 1 The boundless realms 
Of Earth and Air and Sea, and out beyond, 
Joined in one song to joy this gracious Birth. 
And there with me, my b airns and mystic men 
Heard, wrapped in stillness, held in one grand thou~bt 
" The Lord has come, He has Redemption broug ht.' ' 
The vision fades, the light ha·s died away; 
And wearied with my vigil deep, I rest. 
'Tis still again . Again Earth's listening creeps 
U pon my soul ; and through the open door 
A lanthorn gleams. And lo, a Baby fair I 
A Maiden , and a Gua~d are kneeling there. 
Rough men with uncouth garments thickly clad 
Against the cold and winds of winter 's night, 
Come reverently with " saving reverence," g'aze 
U pon the vic;ion of a Holy Child. 
I creep, my bairns beside them, there we raise 
Our humble prayers. But 0 how faint our prai.>e I 
ADESTE F IDELES. 
CRITICISM. .$ 
B y Henry Polk L owenste i n . 
j OHN M I LTON S~IITHER m ows be d own 
And stomps " itb "' magic feet ;' ' 
B ut till I wear a glory-cro wn . 
And have e nou gh to eat. 
H e fits his poem to th e fo rm 
ln la test o rnate s tyle, 
Th en ba res his b reas t to meet the s to rm 
That blusters fo r a while. 
In ve rsion makes h im s ick a t hea rt, 
Cont raction still is wo rse, 
And d ull c licne-the fatal dart-
L ands him in the hearse. 
K ansas City, N ovember 20, 1938. 
Buy the PROTECTED Packet 
This fam o us English Tea is 
specially blehded and packed for 
Newfo undland. Every packet has 
TRIPLE PROTECT ION to ensure 
p u rity and perfection of flavour. 
In Two Qualities-
BLUE LABEL & GREEN LABEL 
Distribu~or.:- F. M. O'Leary, ~td., Water St., St. John's. 
EA 
J. Lyons & Co., Ltd~, London •. ' 
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PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
READING ROOM AND LENDING SECTION-GOSLING MEMORIAL LIBRARY. 
Holloway Phntos. 
. -~ .... 
\.! ' ' I ' 
'' 
THE BOYS· AND GIRLS' SECTION-GOSLING MEMORIAL LIBRARY. _...J • 
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St. Clare's Mercy Hospital. 
,..._--...,HE following appeared in the Summer 
edition, 1<)22, of THE NEwFot:NDLAND 
Q uA RTERLY: On Sunday morning, May 
21st, 1922, the Institution which has been 
known as St. Clare's Home was opened 
by His Grace Archbishop Roche as a 
hospital, and will in future be known as 
St. Clare's Hos1pital. The ceremony was a private 
and informal one, there being present only the 
Mothers Genet~al of the Presentation and Mercy 
Orders, Superiors of the City Convents and the 
Superior and ,Community of the new hospital. 
equipped, has an up-to-date operating room with all 
accessories, and will have accommodation for about 
thirty patients. Though the hospital is under the 
direction of the Sisters of Mercy it is in no sense 
sectional. but it is open to all patients who are re-
commended by their own physicians, and who are 
prepared to pay the fees of the Institution. Patients 
will be treated by their own doctors, and all practis-
ing physicians may avail of the hospital as far as 
accommodation will permit. The management will 
be pleased at any time to receive any of the medical 
fraternity who may wish to arrange for their patients 
Til E O LD ST CLARE S HO~ PI TAL 
Mass was cekhr;ated by. H.i; Grace the Archbishop 
who in a brief atlldress spoke of the work they were 
about to inaugurate. He said they were beginning 
this undertaking! with a religious ceremony because 
it was the spir~t of the Church to begin all her 
works of moment by ·the invocation of the Divine 
Blessing. H~s ~race went on to say that they h;Jd 
long had it in view to open a hospital under the 
direction of the Sisters of Mercy. 
St. Clare's Hospital has been simply but modernly 
or to see and in~pect the Institution. 
This Hospital even with its humble accom ;110-
dation sup1>lied a long felt w tnt in the community. 
But with the years the demands on the Hospital 
grew, and as His Grace the Archbishop wrote in 
his letter of October 3 rst, 1937, "Either a new 
Hospital must be erected or the present Hospital 
very considerably enlarged. ' After a very 
great deal of careful consideration, after examining 
the proposition from every standpoint, after having 
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sought advice from representative sections of the 
community, ecclesiastical and lay, the decision has 
at length been taken to undertake the erection of a 
modern and fully equipped Catholic Hospital." 
On the Fe.ast of Christ the King, October 31st, 
1937, His Grace formally made this momentous 
decision public in a letter read at all the Masses on 
that day. The enthusiasm with which this announce-
ment was received, as well as that calling. for a first 
collection in aid of the project, made public on 
Palm Sunday of this year, is best seen by the mag-
nificent and generous response from the General 
Public, in which almost Fifty Thousand Dollars 
was subscribed towards the Hospital Building 
Fund . 
MOST REV. E. P . ROC HE, D. D .. 
Archbishop of St. John 's. 
Active work on the Hospital began on june zoth 
and the excavation having been completed the 
acfual work of building commenced on July zsth. 
Or·iginally-and indeed until the parapet was ready 
for construction:_the building was planned 105 feet 
long by 62 feet wide and four storeys high. This 
would have provided accommodation for approxi-
mately 70 beds not including the accommodation 
provided in the present Hospital. In order to 
provide for future needs His Grace the Archbishn.p 
decided to add another storey .,.,·hi ch will give 
accommodation for some 28 or 30 patients in private 
and semi private rooms. The building will be thus 
five stnreys with accommodation for IOP· patients in 
the new Hospital. 
,The exterior of the building is in reinforced con-
crete with the main entrance in granite and Nova • 
Scotia freestor.e. Over the main entrance will be 
the Archiepiscopal Coat of Arms , in carved free-
stone: Progress to date has been rapid and the 
work has gone along smoothly and efficiently. The 
concrete of the main structure has been poured, the 
roof has been placed, windows fitted and at the 
present time partitions and interior lay out are 
being given attention. The mechanical trades are 
at work and will continue throughout the winter so 
as to have the building ready for occupancy in the 
early autumn of 1939. It would not be appropriate 
at the moment to give a detailed description of the 
hospital floor by floor. That can be done more 
fully when the building is completed. It is suffi-
cient to say that the building has been designed to 
be most modt:rn in every detail. Within its walls 
wi-ll be found every help for the scientific care and 
treatment of the sick. 
The firm of Delano & Aldrich, emin~nt New 
York Architects, designed the building. Alfred ]. 
Offner, Consul~ing Engineer of New York City, 
looked after the mechanical and engineering lay-
out~. Mr. Edward C. Fox of the James G. Stewart 
Co., Inc., New York, is Superintendent uf all con-
struction. Mr. ]. E. Hos'ki11s. Architect of this 
City, represents . Delano & 41d'hch in supervising 
the work. ., 
TI-IE 1\ EWFOUNDLAND QuRARTERLY congratulates 
His Grace the Archbishop on his initiative in 
making possible this modern ··and fully equipped 
Hospital, and wishes him th€ greatest success in 
his undutaking 
TROUT FISHING O N TH E PLACENTIA LINE. 
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SURPASSING. 
All previous efforts in our huge 
DISPLAYS FOR 
CHRISTMAS 
We a nnounce our readi-ness 
to meet all yo ur requirements. 
PR.ACTICAL GIFTS 
will be much favoured, we imagine, 
because of their suitability to the times. 
Our Departments teem with 
USEFUL GIFTS 
for eve ry age. 
And as it would not be Christmas without 
TOYS f For the Children, we have liberal stoclu of the 
• Latest from Toyland. 
To OUR MAIL ORDER FRIENDS we urge ordering 
early while Stocks are at their fullest. 
JAMES . BAIRD, Limited, 
Baird Buildings, Water Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
·The Crisis---March 
. ' 
By Ethel Weir. 
IN the world to-day there's turmoil, 
Hatred and d istr ust a re ri fe, 
Comity has been forgotten, 
And dissen tions, fo recast strife. 
H ope of peace has almost vanished, 
Dark ~louds loom on every hand , 
N ations a re with fear tormented, 
And at a omed attention stand . 
Sta tesmeri differ ~n th ei r policies, 
There's perplexity and doubt, 
But the' peace so m uch desired, 
'Tis t!Jeir ai m to bring about . 
So they closely watch, and meanwhile 
For emergencies p repare, 
Speeding on their defence programme 
Of la nd force, and sea and air. 
'To the youth a <rail ha!t gone o ut, 
O n them future hopes will rest, 
For their leade rship and courage, . 
And of manhood, all tha t's best. 
That m us t keep the fine t raditions; 
That we've held from age to age, 
A nd pass on, enhanced in value-
AU o-ur glo rious he.-itage. 
1938. 
'Twas for this the tot ch was handed, 
F rom that holocaus t of woe, 
As a sacred trust from those, who 
Are asleep where poppies grow. 
O nl y t wo decade• I an d now-Ah, 
Once again fo r peace we p lan, 
P eace which means good"ill a nd f tiendship, 
And the b ro therhood of man. 
Peace that renders loyal service 
To our sovereign rulers' wil l, 
And belief in One above a ll 
Who has higher power s till-
That Divine peace, which inspires 
Faith and trust that will not cease, 
And rears noblest of memo ria ls, 
I n a wo rld that is at peace I 
THE NEWFOUNDLAND. 
T HE NEwFOUNDLAND has the conformation of his chief 
ancestor, th~: beautiful Pyre nean sheep dog. These dogs were 
doubtless brought to Newfoundland by F ren'ch fishermen dating 
from tbe year 1 s o6 unt il the pr~s e nt century, and through their 
mati Pg with Rttrievers a nd large sporting dogs brought by 
E nglbh fishermen , the Newfoundland has evolved. 
By nature and instinct he is a water dog, is an ideal family 
pet-mild , affectionate, loyal , a trusty companion for children , 
and for whom he readily assumes guardianship. He is a dog 
of great strength and activity and moves with a loose swinging 
gait;--sailor fa shion . The main features are: compact frame, 
immense build, strong webbed feet with powerful pads, his coat 
flat, densF and waterproof, either bla~k or q_\ack and 1\'hite. 
O ne w.riter has aptly described him as " a ' gentleman from the 
poiQt of his nose to the tip of his tail. " 
'l:w ice 1a dog h ~~:_, b.e~ .honQured by being. the su!;>ject _of a pos~age, stamp~both times a' Newfoundland. 
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The Beotliics of Newfoundland. 
CHAPTER III.-THE COMING OF 'THE MICMACS, AND THE BEGINNING 
OF SORROWS-'TRADE jEALOUSY AN'D CUPIDITY OF THE WHITES. 
CHAPTER IV.-THE FEAR OF THE RE'D IN'DIAN. 
By Rev. Walter Bugden. D'l! >KE a duk blnt upon a fait fi•ld, tb• dtmy motd )..~ 1i of White indifference and hostility towards the 
~~ ~ Beothics, and their treachery begins with the oc-
~~~ cupancy of the several fishing posts along the 
~ North-Eastern coasts of Newfoundland. This 
occupancy between trade-zealous and competing nations, Portu-
r;uese, Basques, and French side by side with the English, 
became more and m01e determined about the time of 
Whitbourne,- at the close of the sixteenth century. 
It is related about that time, and probably somewhere in the 
region of French influence, that a strong party of "Red IAdians" 
fell upon another small party of French fishermen unarmed, 
and a terrible sct~ne of bloodshed ensued. Then, heated as the 
uncultured savage could easily be at the thought of victory and 
plunder, "they dresstd themselves in the clothes of their victims, 
allured another fishing crew within their reach, and the same 
horrors were repeated." Twenty-one of the French were slaiw. 
That the ·Beothics were inveterate free bo0ters and plunderers 
admits of no dispute. What uncivilized race is not? We who 
write so dispassionately, might look upon a time now happily 
far distant, when scenes to rival this of the Beothic were the 
order of the day; \\hen North-man, Anglo and Dane ft:ll in fury 
upon the dtfenceless Briton and rapine, plunder and destruction 
stained the p •ge. We doubt there is any nation but has its 
escutcheon sadly stained with just such dark d~eds, their b?a~ttd 
civilization and centuries of culture notwithstanding. 
Europe to-day has many races who j 1st as surely, as <.lid the 
Beothics, suffer unrecorded decimation at the hands of merciless 
invaders. Very likely the tale told to Cormack the traveller, 
in 1823·8, of " the great war in the long ago, in which Micmac 
rifle men shot down Beotbic archers, and their wives and 
children" is an echo of an event more than half forgotten 
amongst them but nevertht::less true. 
We quite understand the thieving propensities of the untaught 
savage. The coming of the White folk with their treasures of 
unheard of things, must indeed have created insatiable desires 
"for the like in them. While to the fisher folk of Western Europe, 
the desire to requite at full, every breach of their accepted code, 
was equally strong. Hence arose the vicious system of retalia-
tion and counter revenge on both sides. 
We wonder what led to the wanton butchery of these unarmed 
French fi~hermen I Prowse, speaking of the attack says:-
"On this subject it is unfortunate that we have only the 
'White man 's story, and .the Red man is unheard. The French 
might have given thc:cm some gre'lt provocation, and revenge is 
part of the creed of an Indian." 
That the French of that time were no saints in garments of 
white, is amply shown in the tales of their attempted occupancy 
of the English Capital in Newfoundland 1696 1708, and of Pla-
~centia in the sam-e years. From these we take the one sentence 
only-· 
"The particulars relating to the savages are obscene." 
This is illuminating and sufficient. ' 
That the English '\\'ere not far behind, is shown by a qqotation 
from Whitbourne's communication to the British Coni~1ssioners 
of I583·162o. He says:-
"Many of them (the Beothics) secretly eve·ry year' ~ome into 
Trinity Bay and Harbour in the night time, purposely fo steal 
sails, lines, hatchets, hook::, knives and such like." 
Yet Whitbourne himself, fine sailor and enlichtened citizen 
though be was, confesses to having shared in a most outrageous 
spoilation of the poor savages. He tells the tale:-
"The Indians have great -store of red oaker, which they use 
to colour their bodies , bows and arrowes, and canowes withal 
Three mariners of a ship riding at anchor by me who 
being robbed in the night by the savages of their apparel and 
divers provisions, came suddenly upon them where they had 
sd up their tents and were feasting . . by shooting off a 
musket they all ran away . all their three cannowes, 
thdr flesh skins, yolkes of egges, targets, bowes and arrowes, 
and much iine oaker and divers other things were brought away 
and shared , and they brought to me the best canowes, bowes 
and arrowes . which may seem to invite us to find out 
some other trade with them."-( quoted by Prowse, Nfld. History, 
page 63). 
Here then is a case of inco nsiderate punishment and recipro-
cal spoilation which could lead to but one result, a vicious circle 
of inju ry and revenge. And 1n those sad old times noth-ing was 
done by responsible persons to protect, and bring the natives to 
civilization. Human nature being such the world over, it · was 
the most unlikely result that untaught savages could be brought 
to peaceful trade by such unpromising means. 
There is another sad tale told prior to Whitbourne's time. 
It is the more sad because but for its misunderstanding and 
unfortunate ending it might have resulted in good relations" atia 
-hsting, between the n:ttives and the settlers. In r6 r2 .. John 
Guy, as we have seen, made a voyage of discovery· ami traae 
a':>out the upper waters of Trinity Bay. He seems to han 
made a second voyage .there; iri company with a Captain 
Whittington. ' 
"They met the Indiarrs af·Ranciom in Trinity Bay, ate and 
d rank together, and exchanged furs and skins for hatchets and 
krJives; appoint~d a meeting for next year by .a sign ·when the 
grass should be of a height to bring' do wn all their furs and 
skins for traffic with the English. 
At the time appointed for their meeting, instead of Captain 
Whittington and other agents, there came· a" fisherman to this 
·place to make a voyage. Seeing Iridians. and not knowing the 
reason of their coming, he let fly a shot from aboard. · Indians 
·ran off, imagining them Guy's men , and now will not trade."--
·(Purch&s' letter, quoted by Prowse, 64-65). 
Here sure~was a misfortune for which no one was respon-
sible, except for the premature discharge of the 'un and the 
alarm of the English, at what was probably the appearance on 
the shore of a large body of the natives. Their activity, their 
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" paint" which they would be wearing as a token of native 
dignity and respect: their spears and bows, and· in all proba-
bility, their cries of welcome, most certainly added to the alarm. 
" It was a day of regret at the ending of overtures which migbt 
have reamlted in renewed amity and peace." 
Apart from individual and irresponsible action, our Records 
show that throughout their whole sad story, the Beothics were 
not the persecuted "sava~:es" we are careless enough to depict. 
But that they were neglected and misunderstood, that they were 
barbarously exploited by unscrupulo~:s traders, English, French 
and Micmac, ia most evident. 
All throu~:h our State Records we meet with attempts at con-
ciliation, protection and good treatment. In r63o the British 
Government under Charles I. issued a Proclamation prohibiting 
disorderly trading with the Red Indians.-(Prowse, page 134.) 
And in 164o the Lords Proprietors Patentees of Newfoundland, 
issued instruction~> that :-
"We would have you inform yourselves . for the 
reducing the Indians that live in Newfoundland into civility, 
that so they may be brot in tillle to know God."-(Prowse, p. rsr). 
Years, a century and more, roll~d on. Little or nothing is 
recorded of tbe Beothics, until the times of the Treaty of 
Utrecht, Sir Hugh Palliser, Governor, and the Cartwrites, ex-
plorers and worthy philanthropists, 163o- q8o. Meanwhile 
the Micmacs a tribe of Indians from Cape Breton to whom we 
have referred before, began to visit the Island. Th'ese came 
probably as early as qoo, and, it is said, apparently at the insti-
gation of the French, first as visitors, as aids against the English, 
and finally as settlers and furriers. They lived and moved 
about the country very similar with the B~othics, though their 
habitat was chiefly along the South-west and West of the Island. 
These new comers soon came into conflict IVith the Beothics. 
Cormack who travelled across the Island in 1822, from Smith 
Sound on the East to St. George's Bdy on the West, came into 
contact with the Micmacs but saw nothing of the Beothics. 
While in conversation with the Micmacs, these claimed that 
"neither they nor their fathers knew of a time when they did 
not know the district through which they were then travelling." 
It was a large claim, perhaps made, in the Micmac view to dis-
courage all knowledge of the Beothics. 
However that may be, nothing was said of the Beothics; 
probably it was the Micmac policy to regard the Native Beothic 
as the invader and a menace to the land they had long before 
learnt to regard their own. In this claim they shared with the 
European settler. 
The Micmacs came possessed of fire-arms, and herein lay the 
undoin~ of the Beothic5. Quarrels soon arose over hunting 
claims, and both tribe'> implacable foes. There is a story of the 
Beothics having invited some Micmacs to a feast, found scalps, 
thought by them to be those of their slain kindred, upon their 
persons, and falling upon them slew them all. That then the 
Micmacs of the South gathered, and marching across Country, 
and down by Bannock Brook (said to be the Beothic name for 
Micmac, and now Noel Paul's Brook, a tributary stream from 
the South, emptying into the Exploits below Red Indian Lake), 
they engaged them in a war of extermination. 
Retaliation bred revenge, and so as the years passed on the 
Beothics were driven from one part of the country to another, 
bunted and hounded down like beasts of prey. The enmity was 
long lived. We ourselves remember that in our young.days, a 
matter only of forty years after their final disappearance, to 
speak of a Beothic was to speak Qf an implacable " savage im-
possible of civilization, and therefore had to be destroyed." 
The French along the coa!>t had deep hostility towards them, 
and it is said that they instigated the Micmacs to bring in the 
heads of the Beothics for reward. This they did, and ~IUnting 
parties were said to be instituted and enga~ed in to earn it. 
(Rogers, p. 1oo-I3o). 
Then the lust of trade added its evil to an already desperate 
pass. This was quickly learnt by the irresponsible amongst the 
baser settlers, and dark stories were blurted about of the trading 
furriers-that Beothics as well as "deer" were the quarry of 
hunters, that children and dau~:hters and mothers were spirited 
away and did not return ; and heavy packs of fur were beinc 
delivered at tbe Coast, passed on, and were worn by the wealthy, 
with no questions being asked nor expected. 
To the "Indian" the crack of the gun meant death, and the 
face of the White man, En~:lish, French or not br•ught terror 
and abiding hatred to the hunted and helpless " savage." The 
eloquent remark of an early writer-" terrible deeds were done," 
is sufficient to pale the face and chill the heart in pity for the 
outraged Beothic, bl!cause of his natural resentment evinced a~ 
beings so like himself but whom he could not u_nderstand. 
Following Major John, and his brother George Cartwritea' 
visit to Red Indian L~ke in 1768, "two salmon fishers ascended 
the Exploits River purposely to destroy what was left of the 
Beothics. They reached thetr winter villages by the Lake, shot 
and drove off the inhabitants and burn~ the houses, with the 
great approval of their countrymen." 
In September, 1803, a Beothic woman was brou:ht to the 
Governor, Admiral L~rd Gambier. He loaded her with gifts 
and sent her back to her people in the vain hope that she would 
become an ambassador of peace. What became of this woma• 
we do not know. The sad wail of the woman Shanawdithit of 
a later date, who declared that she "dared not go back to her 
people after holding communication with the Wbites" is eloquent 
of despair. We shall continue the stories of these two Beothic 
women in a later chapter and in their proper order.-(See 
Rogers for these quoted tales.) 
Meanwhile silence reigned along much of the Coast. The 
French and English were much too occupied in their struggles 
against each other for possession of the country, to mind what 
was going on in the interior. The French had invaded the 
English settlements, and had employed bodies of Indiaus from 
their possessions in Canada, and in all likelihood the Micmacs 
with whom they had always been upon friendly terms, against 
the English. 
In the well built an<l secure homes of those who could , aud 
we hope would, had they known, have taken up ·the effort for 
the suffering Red man next their doors, indifference ruled un-
interrupted . 
Through the lust of gain of professional furriers aided by the 
atrocious Micmac, and encouraged by the coast trader, the 
"Indian" shrank more and more in numbers. Rapacity for 
possession of their rich furs thinned their ranks, and save for a 
fugitive now and then fleeil)_g with furtive look like a hunted 
animal, in haunts where be. once moved supreme, the Beothic 
was seen no more. 
CHAPTER IV. 
Tbe Fear of the Red Indian•. 
We had the doubtful privilege of living within forty years of 
the Beothic disappearahce, a short time when years lon1(passed 
are reckoned. We were often told upon youth's enquiry con-
cerning the " Red Indians" and why they had disappeared, that 
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''they were so different from all other known people that they 
could •ot be civilized, and therefore had to be destroyed." 
No doubt it was a tale told in extenuation of crimes commit-
ted, which could not be explained except with shame. Gun!l and 
knives and fire are poor persuasive'> to civilization. The tales 
which we beard, like many more concerning them, were evidently 
told after the Micmac version , who still visited the heads of our 
Sounds and Arms; and who still held the tradition of the 
"Indian hunt"- :heir stealing upon them in the dark, the 
"Indian mutterin:s" around the camp fire , and the speed with 
which they could ~et away. 
In a different mood , we were interested in their mode of 
hunting the deer by " running them down" on foot in order to 
At the Eastern end of Random Island there is aR extensive 
:roup of small islands, so rocky, so broken with so many coves 
and shelters, that it is quite imaginable that any hunted tribe of 
"Indi.ins" in pursuit might flee there for safety. 
There is a story of a fish in~ boat, a " Jack," with a crew of 
six, going to a cove on the south side of Trinity Bay for "rind-
ing" in the Sprin~: . While the men were away to the woods 
their jack was pulled ashore, stripped of everything and left 
stranded. On the men's retum and finding thinl:S so, they at 
once placed the blame upon the " savages" and set to work to 
hunt them. 
They proceeded cautiously, found their trail , and in short 
time came up to their camp. They saw the light of their fire 
THE CAPTURE OF MARY MARCH-LAST OF THE RED INDI A NS. 
The picture !ohown above is a reproduction from the original oil painting by Si Angelo Skinner, 
well known local Artist, and was shown at the Exhibition by the Newfoundland Society of Art, 
in the anti-room of the Arena, October 21, 1938.-Photo Engraving by Daily News . 
secure silence and save an arrow or spear. In this way, we were 
told, the Micmac too, emulated the Beothic, and what an appeal 
the Micmac remark upon his exploit had for us-" Me cech em 
fore, on'y me d- moc'sin so slipp'y" I 
We shall tell a tale, for what it is worth , of the "Indian hunt." 
We have mentioned Smith's Sound as the traveler Cormack's 
starting point in his trans-country journey. Very likely the 
locality was frequented by the Beothics before the Micmacs 
came. The waters at the head of the Sounds at the "Bar," was 
then, as for long years afterward!i, a veritable home for game, 
and it lay quite within their range from the Terra Nova River, 
"Bloody Bay"-suggestive in itself, throu'h Clode Sound, t~ 
the head of the Bay, and Piper's Hole in Placentia Bay, 
throul'(h the bushes, and heard their " mutterings" as they joy-
ously hacker! and stripped the canvass of the boat. 
But the '' Indians" were wary, and made off through the woods, 
taking as the Whites learned afterwards a circuitous route to the 
shore. The Whites secured their belongings, and once more set 
off in pursuit. At the shore in an adjoining cove, where they 
found the ''savages" had hidden their canoes, they heard the 
noise of paddling and saw three canoes rounding a point and 
going to sea. They fired, and had the" satisfaction" of hearing 
screams and confusion from the canoes. Then all was still ; 
and further search resulted in nothin:. 
Several months passed, and though the tale of the " hunt" was 
told, not a trace of the " Indians" was found. Then a fisherman 
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Of the name of Bailey, wholie son we have seen as an old man 
in our early days, went asb.ore at one of the jslands named, and 
in exploring while his breakfast was cooking, be came upon 
skeletons, one with the sign of a broken limb, bows, arrows and 
a lump or two of red ochre, lying by a steep hill and partly 
covered. · 
The island is now known as Indian Lookout; the fact of its 
being so named, and k11own for some generations, lend!! credence 
to the tale. Search in the long a:o was made; but rocks had 
fallen from the steep hill and covered the spot. The story has 
faded in time, but residents of the neighborhood still point out 
the high pear-shaped island with the suggestive name. 
How fear and antipathy fix a thought I For long years once 
the Redman had become the foe of the Newfoundland colonist, 
the " Big Indian" was the synonym for everything terrifying. 
With it the mothers called their children within doors, with it 
they called them back to rectitude-and kept them there by the 
threat upon every occasion. 
The " Indian" was pictured as a giant, a strong and fear5ome; 
and tales were told of the "Indian hunt" when " we shot the 
big Indian just as he was drawing his bow," or "was just about 
to strike us with his tom;,bawk." There are tales also told of 
" the big fellow hidden in the goose-grass. we mistaking him for 
a log until we had passed ; when a shout from the boat, and a 
speedy run for the most of us saved our lives." And again, 
"Tom, poor fellow, was too far behind. He reached a sunken 
rock, where the Red-skins shot him full of arrows, and then 
wading off pulled him ashore." There was more following 
this-of the victim's skull found burnt, \\here the Red-skins 
had used it as a pot!" 
Of such tales as these, however, there is no record save in 
the memory, or imagination of the older generation. The Coast 
dwellers' minds had become obsessed of the Beothic peril. But 
that there were confl1cts and reprisals between the B~othic and 
the White mdn are unhappily cerrain. 
"In 1724, one of Skiffington's (a plan•er from Bonavista) was 
killed by the Beot~ics at one of his salmon posts upon the 
" Strait Shore" beyond Cape Fret:ls." And though the part'-
culars are now unknown, the tale against the Beothics spread 
far and wide ;-s'lve one dark deed told of in whispers, which 
we heard in our earlied year", told a long the same " strait shore." 
"The men of the post rose, and arming thems~lves gave 
chase. The Beothics were overtaken, and o11e '!Oman in a 
delicate state of ilealth could not keep up. She was cau~ht. 
The pen almost refuses to write; but let us hope that . one 
merciful stroke fell before she was pinned to ground by a 'stake 
through the body I We tell the tale as it was t.old us-it js 
enough I · 
Our place namei continue the tale of bitter resentment and 
hostility between the settlers and Beothics-Bloody Bay (now 
Alexander Bay), Bloody Point near New Perlican where" rocks 
run red," Indian Head, Indian Arm, Indian Island and the 
Lookout; other Bays, Brooks, Ponds and Tickles, all have their 
mute story to tell of the Red man of a sad past day. 
It is not with pleasure that we contemplate the solitary White 
man caught in the Bay . or the defenseless "Indian" 
fastened to a tree to starve while. 
But let us consider the spirit of the times. If at one of the 
"salmonries" in 1725, "a Captain Bo-.vler caused Englishmen 
who disturbed the salmonry to be whipped," and "three wbip-
p'ings of twenty lashes each in one day, for stealing the value of 
ten pence! Or being hanged for forging an order for seventeen 
shillings, or for stealing a sheep-and that by order of a duly 
authorized Court I It is little wonder that men of the type 
employed at the fisheries, dealt out condign punishment and 
worse, at sight upon the poor helpless Beothic. These were 
indeed evil days. 
The Country teems with such tales. In almost every fishing 
village along the Eastern Coast there is to be heard the ~tory of 
the "Indian" raid, when men went to fight the "Indian Kin~," 
and put in ballad form too, both time and place being some-
tim~s particularized. These tales show with what horror and 
indeed hatred the "savage" was held during the years of \"hich 
our people know most, from the seventeenth to the nineteenth 
century. 
But we do not delight in cruelty. It is enough to go on and 
tell briefly what history itself records of the last years of Beothic 
sorrow; and to re'llize that once enmity and the thirst for 
revenge are aroused, e•pecially in the unenlightened, one can 
never tell to what lengths unregenerate human nature might :o. 
We pause. 
(To be Continued.) 
DON'T FORGET THE CUPS .THAT CHEE_R. -· 
; . 
T. H.· E8 T ABROOK8~. ·Go.; -Li·mit·ed .. 
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The Late Archbishop Howley's 
"Newfoundland Name-Lore." 
Republished from "The Newfoundland Quarterly," Commencing October, 1901. 
ARTICLE XXXV. 
HE point at the extreme end (S. W.) of the Burin 
peninsula, which is the nearest port of Newfound-
land, to the Island of St. Pierre or St. Peter's 
(about II or 12 miles distant) is call~d 
P oint May. 
I have not been able to find the ori&tin of this 
name, but it is found as far back as I67 r on 
Seller's Map, and on that of Fitzhugh, I 693· 
After that it appears generally on all extant maps. This name 
figures very prominently in the diplomatic corrfspondence and 
arrangements concerning the settlement of the " French Shore" 
question. Disputes and conflicts had been of constant occur-
r~nce annually between the French and English fishermen, who 
frequented the C03.St during summer time. Finally it was de-
c·ded that some formal arrangement should be made to put an 
end, if possible. to this unpleasant state of diairs. Hence wten 
the Treaty of Utrecht was being formulated in 1713, the "Island 
of Newfoundland was declared to belong of right entirely to 
Britain," but unfortunately, by a clause, (XIII) a fatal and, it 
may be said, treacherqus weakness on the part of the British 
Ministry, the French instead of bting absolutely excluded from 
all O"Nnership of, and rights, in or to, Newfoundland, were 
allowed fishing rights on that part of the coast " which stretches 
from the place called Cape Bonavista to . . . the place called 
Point Riche" on the Western Coast. This ill-timed cor. cession 
WdS the source of the troubles and squabbles which have existed 
for centuries and well may we quote the hackneyed phrase-
" Hinc (nobis) prima mali labes." Hence the cause of all our 
(piscatorial) woes I 
The English fishermen never took kindly to tbis limitation of 
their rights on the shore, and little by little they began to en-
croach on the territory allotted to France, so that before the end 
of that century matters became so very unpleasant, and the ten-
sion so acute that it was found necessary to make a new arrange-
ment between the two conte~ting nations. In 1783 the Treaty 
of Versailles was signed. By this treaty the French abandoned 
the right to fish on that part of the coast between Cape Bona-
vista and Cape St. John. This covers the two great northern 
bays of Bonavista and Notre Dame, or Green Bay, comprising 
a stretch of coast of about 250. miles. In return for this con-
. cession the_y d.emand~d that the \yestern terminus of the:ir fishing 
rights should be extend~d from Point Riche to Cape Ray,'*' 
comprising a stretch of coast about equal · to what ti}ey had 
abandoned. In the correspondence which preceded this treaty 
(1782) M. De Rayneval, a French Minister, claimed as the ex-
treme western, or southern, limit asked for by France, 
Poi nt M ay. 
"But," says the Count de Rayneval, "he (i.e. Lord Shelburne) 
observed to me that there were establishments to the westward 
* More correctly C. Rage. I shall have something to say on this matter 
later on. 
of Point May, and that undoubtedly we, (the French) did not · 
pretend to their cession. The Minister finally said, that he · 
would make no difficulty in yielding to us up to Cape May." 
This is rather vague and ambiguous. However, it is now of 
no p··actical importance, as the whole "French Shore" question 
is settled, and I only bring it forward to show that as far back · 
as _that time ( 1782) Point May was a well known and important 
pom•. 
A little further on, as the peninsula rounds into the N .E., we 
find the point and cove of 
Dan tsic 
or Dantzic, so spelt on Howley's map ( 190I ). On Pa:e's map 
(186o) we have Dantzick Pt. and great and little Dantzick Cove. 
Dantzic, or D•ntziq, is a well-known town and fortress in the 
B dtic Sea, on the mouth of the River Vistula in Prussia. But 
how the name could have ever come to be given to a point on 
the coast of Newfoundland is certainly one of the :reatest 
p nzles in nomenclature that it has yet been my lot to encounter. 
The development of the name is also one of the strangest freaks 
of misspelling and transformation imaginable; so much so that 
I fancy at first my explanation will be only scoffed at and set 
a~ide with ridicule. However, I am perfectly convinced of its 
Clrrectness, and I am sure after due consideration it will be ad 
cepted by any intelligent reader. It is only i:>y a close study 
and comparison of various old rna ps that I have been able t 
solve the mystery and piece the puzzle together. On all th~ 
e1rly maps the islands of_ St. Pierre and Miquelon are surround• 
ej with a Bank, shoal, or reef. On Dudi)'S map ( 1647), the 
names on which are all in Italian, this Bank is named Secr.agna 
di S Pietro that is Bank or shoal of St. Peter's. On the coast of 
the main land of Newfoundland, but somewhat further westward 
on the coast, near the site of Burgeo, we have the names G. S. 
Danie and C. Danie, indicating a cove and a cape. 
On Sillers' map (r67 r) the islands of St. Pierre, Miquelon 
and Langley are represented surrounded by a bank or shoal, 
and are named "Greene Isles." 
On Thornum's map (1689) we have the following :-I. Verte, 
I. Perre, Langlois, Dunes (shown as an island) and Maquelon. 
All these islands are shown correctly in their places ai they 
stand on our maps of to-day, except that at present the Dunei iS-
but a strip of sand joining the islands of Miquelon and Langley. 
On the main land opposite these islands, and occupying the. 
place held on modern maps by Dantzic Point, .we have Gr. Dane 
and Pet. Dane (great and little Dane). 
On Fitzhugh's map ( 1693) we have as follows :-S. Pierre, 
I. Verte, LaQglois and Maquelon, all in their proper places. At 
the northern point of Langlois i'i shown a shoal or beach called 
Dunes. It is in the spot occupied by the Dune<; at the present 
day, but it does not reach as far as Miquelon. It is attached by 
its southern end to the N. end of Langlois, and the opeain~ or 
gut is shown at the northern end of this tongue of beach between 
it and Miquelon Island. At the present day there is no opening 
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or gut, and this tongue of beach joins both islands. We find, 
however, by Cook's maps that this gut or opening existed as 
late as 1784. On Fitzhugh 's map mentioned above (1 693) 
besides the islands and · dunes, at M iq uelon we have, on the 
main land, on the site of Dantsic, Gr. Dane anJ Pt. Dans. 
On Moll 's map (1735) we have the following islands :-I. St. 
P eter, Dunes: Maynelon (a mistake for Maquelon) , and on the 
main land , G . Dans, and P. Dans (great and little Dans). 
On a map in the " British Pilot, " date 1735, we have, in its 
proper place between Miquelon and Langlois, Dunes, while on 
the main land at Dantzic Point we have Grand done and Petit 
dane. The name finally developed into Dantzi::, though exactly 
when, I have been unable to find out. The earliest date at 
which I find it is on Cook's map of 1784. I find it also in the 
" American Coast Pilot" of 18o6, It is easy to trace the source 
and transitions of the word. We have finit the ordinary and 
frequently used word, 
Dunes. 
This word is often , in fact more frequently, given in English as 
"Down" or " Downs." It signifies a bank or rounded hillock 
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of sand thrown up along the shore by the wind. It is also used 
to express a shoal or shallow anchoring place . near shore, as the 
celebrated bank off Dover known as " The Downs,'.' par excel-
lence. It is alluded to in the familiar ballad of " Black eyed 
Susan,"-AII i11 the D.Jwns the fleet lay moored." 
There are a few places in Newfoundland which still retain 
t)te name as " The Downs" at Ferryland, the site of Lord 
¥altimore's settlement (see art. X XV.), also " The Downs," at 
Point Verde, Placentia. The more correct form of the word is 
Dun or Dune, a K eltic or Irish word meaning a Fort, as the 
banks ttf sand thrown up and covered "ith grass bear a striking 
resemblance to artificial mounds or ramparts. 
The spit of sand at Miquelon still retains the name of -the 
Dunes. In the course of time the name became transferred 
from the island to the mainland immediately opposite. This is a 
process of translocation which we find very frequently occurring 
all over the coast of Newfoundland. Having by this transfer 
lost its original characteristic of a beach or anchorage-ground , it 
began also to lose its name. Hence we find the numberless 
variations such as Danie, Dane, Dans, Done, &c. , &c. The 
two islands of Langley and Miquelon form part of the Archi-
pelago of St. Pierre and belong to the French Government. At 
the present time, as mentioaed above, they are united by a 
tongue of beach called the Dunes and form a sort of Geogra-
phical Siamese twins. Until quite recently there was a gut, a11d 
they were two separate islands. The name of 
Langley, 
as it is now found on English maps, has been already explained 
in No. VII. of this series, when speaking of L'Englee on, the 
peninsula of Petit Nord, but a few words more may not be 
altogether without interest here. The name of the island as 
now called by the ·French is 
Lang lade. 
This I consider to be a French attempt at pronouncing the word 
England. The St. Pierrais, that is the French-men of the island 
of S. Pierre, gave the name of England, in their patois L'Anglade 
to all Newfoundland, and somehow or other it became confined 
to the large double island in their neighbourhoo.d, in the mouth 
of Fortune Bay. From Pere Biart, S. I. , we glean the following 
interesting remarks. The Pilgrim Fathers arrived in Maine in 
1620. They b.t>gan at once to build their new town of Plymouth 
Rock, and to open up intercourse with their neighbours. They 
suffered much during the first winter. One day in March, 1621, 
an Indian presented himself bo!dly in the street of Plymouth 
and astoni;hed the Colonists by addressing them in English. 
"Welcome Yangeese I Welcome Yangees I" he repeated. He 
was named Sa:noset and was a chid of a tribe. He had fre-
quently met with E nglish fishermen , and had learnt some of 
their language. The word "Englbh" was too hard for the 
tongue of the savages and became softened into Inghese or 
Enghese, and with a 5l ight French twang, it became Anghese or 
Yanghese. Hence the word 
Yankees, 
which became a r.ickname for all English in the United States. 
Afterwards it was confined to the New Engl.wd States, and was 
accepted as the dtfinite national S) nonym for an American as 
John Bull i.> for a British subject. How very few Englishmen 
think that when they denominate Americans as Yankees, which 
is often done in a sense of contempt or ridicule, they are really 
honouring and perpetuating the name of th .. ir own race and 
people ? P ere Biart says that the Iroquois and Etchemens call 
the English " Ingre~," and as be was a Frenchman, he meant 
by this , angres. Whether the Indians took up the name through 
the· French source " Anglais," or whe her the word was not pro-
n ::>Unced by the English themselves as Anglish is doubtful. It 
i; certain that our present pronunciation "Inglish," is quite 
modern. It still shows traces of its original pronunciation in 
t :1e first syllable En (English) pronounced by the French Anglish 
or Oo~lisb. We know that it is derived from the Angles whom 
we still designate by the original pronunciation as East and 
West Angles. When the original name Anglisb became Inglish 
I know not. It may have come about in this way. A French-
man bearing the word Anglish would spell it Inglish. Then an 
Englishman seeing it thus written would pronounce it Ing-lish, 
as we would. Another explanation of 
Lang lade 
may be the following. It is a French family name and we find 
that at the siege of Louisburg, 17 55, there was a Mons. Mouet 
de Langlade, a Captain of a re,iment of Artois, in the French 
Army. He was taken prisoner by the English. But as he was 
in the army and not in the navy, and I have not found his name 
in any way connected with Newfoundland, I can'not say if it has 
any connection with the name of the i~land of Langlade. -
The third ~nd largest island c.£ the St. Pierre group is 
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Miquelon; 
the origin and meaning of this name is not known to me. It will 
be seen from what I have already written that it had many vari-
ants. The first time I find it is on Mason's or Vaughan's map of 
I6I7. It is there given with the English phonetic spelling 
Micklon. 
On Fitzhugh's map, I 693, it appears as " Maquelon. " On 
Thornton 's map, 1689, the same form : On Friend 's map, I 7 I3, 
Miclon. On Cour Lotter 's, I72o, we have it as Miquelon. On 
Moll's map, 1735 , it appears as Maynelon. This is evidently a 
mi~print. The same form appesrs on a map· in the British Pilot 
dated 1755. On Cook's maps, I77 4• and from that time on-
wards to the present the name of Miquelon remains permanent. 
Crew Point 
near Dantzick is considered to be the southern or eastern point 
of entra11ce to Fortune Bay. The name is probably a corrup-
tion of 
names of Fortuna are placed on these maps towards the northern 
part of Newfoundland-to the northward of Bonavista and Bird 
Islands (Funks). The only relic of the name now remaining in 
thnt vici11ity is 
Fortune Harbour, 
in Notre Dame Bay. The name does not begin to appear in its 
present position as Fortune Bay until about I67 I in the En:lisn 
Pilot map of Seller. On Mason's, or Vaughan's map ( I625) in 
the position which ought to be occupied by Fortune Bay, there 
is a large lake, the boundaries of which are left undefi11ed, it 
is called 
"Lac us lncognitus," 
the unknown lake. I here repeat what I said of this "lake" in 
my Lecture on Vaughan's Map, delivered before the Newfound-
land Historical Society, April , 19 I 1 :-"In the place where 
Fortune Bay should be we find an immense lake partly undeli-
nated, and on it this inscription," - " Lacus Incognitus (Un-
known Lake) ." Then, in Englh>h - " Great Lake or Sea 
G AULTO IS-FOR T UNE BA Y. 
Creux Point, 
viz. , clug-out or Hollowed-out Point. 
Rounding this point we open up the magnificent estuary of 
Fortune 8dy. 
This is a grand and _magnificent shett of water measuring at its 
mouth, from Crew Point to Pass I sland on the N W .. 3 5 mile~, 
and it extends inward to the N. E. to a depth of 67 miles. At 
half this distance, betwee11 St. Jacques and Point Enragee, it 
narrows and forms a splendid almost land-locked Lke. It bas 
been called the "Home of the Herring." Some few years ago 
a large and prosperous winter herring fi shery was carried on 
here. In latter years, however, the herrin!! have somewhat de-
sert{d these waters for those of Placentia Bay, Bay of Islands 
and Bonne Bay. The name of Fortune appears on the very 
earliest maps extant, viz , those of M ajollo, 1527 ; Verrazzano, 
1528 ; Ribeiro, I529 · These are Italian and Spanish maps 
and the names are given in these languages. Thus Isola di 
Fortuna (Fortune Island), Majollo. On Verrazzano and Ribeiro, 
Ya de Ia Fortuna, i.e. Ysla or Island of Fortune. On Majollo, 
Isola de Ia Fortuna, Isle of Fortune. On the last mentioned 
two maps, in close proximity to the name Fortuna, we have 
Ya de Ia tormenta, and the juxtaposition is very appropriate 
and reveals an untold story. The word Fortuna does not mean 
any kind of fortune but evil fortune or misfortune, and in the 
present case it means a marine misfortune, or disaster or a 
wreck ; and Tormenta means a storm. It is easy then to see 
that "thereby hangs a tale" of shipwreck, but it is not recorded 
in the annals of these early voyages as far as I know. These 
unknowne , discovered in Anno 16 17 , by Captain Mason. " It is 
possible that trav eo lling ov~r the high lands betwten Placentia 
and Fortune Bays the waters of this latter bay may have been 
seen , and taken for a part of a great lake. 
There are two islands in the mouth of Fortune Bay besides 
the Sr. Peter 's group. The first of these is 
Brunet Island, 
nearly in the middle of the entrance. It rises to a ridge of about 
528 feet. On the summit is a lighthou se with a fl.asbmg light. 
The name, which may be derived from the dark brown colour 
of the rocks, has undergone nc change as far as I can see on 
the maps in my possession. 
About six miles further in the Bay, and about N.E. from 
Brunet is an island bearing the very pretty and euphoneous 
name of 
Sagona. 
The name seems to sound like Italian, but I fear it is corrupted 
and so changed as to render its original form unrecognizable. 
It has undergone many changes of spelling. On the map of 
Dudley , 1647, which has the names generally in Italian , we find 
St. Peter's Bank called " Seccal!na d i S. Pietro," pronounced 
Seccannya, which means a bank or shoal ; from the Italian word 
Seccar, to dry, it may be a corruption of this word. On 
Thornton's map, 1689, it appears as Saquanon. The same on 
Fitzhugh 's, I 693. On Cour Lotta, I 7 20, exactly as it is at 
present-I. Sagona. On Moll 's map, I 7 35, "Sagnon." On a 
map in the British Pilot, 17 55 , it appears 
Sagnanon. 
It is evident that thtt Cartographers were at sea as regards this 
name.-APRIL1 I9I3 • t M. F . H , 
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FURNESS LINE. 
Operati_ng the Fast and 
Up-to-date Steamers 
" Newfoundland" · and " Nova Scotia." 
A regular service is maintained between St. John's, 
Halifax, Boston and Liverpool, and vice versa, and 
sailing dates are always arranged well in advance. 
If you contemplate making a trip we shall be pleased 
to furnish you with full information, and arrange your 
b_ooking on either of these most popular steamers. 
Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 
St. John' s, Nfld., Halifax, N. S., Can., New York, N. Y., U.S. A., 
Boston, Mass., U. S. A. , Chicago, III., U. S. A. 
Geo. Neal, Ltd., 
-St. ] ohn 's, Newfoundland. 
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Provisions, Groceries, 
and Fruit. 
·· Consignments of Live 
Stock Solicited. 
· Fire Insurance I 
The Employers' Liability Assurance 
Corporation, Ltd., of London, Eng. 
The North West Fire Insurance 
Company, of Winnipeg, Man. 
Hunt, fmerson, Stirling & Higgins, 
Agents for Newfoundland. 
Columbus Hall, !lt. John's. 
GUARDIAN 
ASSURA NCE CO .. LTD .. 
Of London, England. 
Jf. Jf. ESTABLISHED r8p. ~ ~ 
~~ 
The G uardian has the largest paid-up capital of any 
Company in the world transacting a Fire business. 
Subscribed Capital .. . ........ . .... $10,000,000.00 
Paid-up Capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000,000.00 
Invested Funds exceed . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000,000.00 
T. & M. WINTER, LTD. , 
'~"~1i} j~ 
··~~ ~n~:~ 
Aqent.f for Newfoundland. 
''The 
American Tail or" 
Made Clothes 
have the lines that are reminiscent of Bond Street' 
and Fifth A venue. The_ durability that is found 
only in clothing conscientiously made by a firm, 
proud of its workmanship. 
Dress Well and . Succeed. 
. .... . 
W. P. SHORT ALL, 
THE. AMERICAN TAILOR. 
P. 0. Box 445. St. John's. Phone 477. 
When writin' to Advertisers kiRdly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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ffiaClriCl's f>alJ of-ttie f>eaCl. 
By Mariano Jose de Larra. 
Ironic as it may se~m in a city where every twenty-
four hours takes its violent toll of iruzoctnt victims, 
there is in Madrid one recognz'zed Day of the Dead, 
something l£ke our Memorial Day, when people go to 
the cemeteries beyond the city gates to pay reverent 
homage. In celebratz"on of that day the following 
fantasy appeared in a Madrid newspaper. 
E no not remember when it was that I wrote I was living in perpetual astonish-ment at the things that passed before my eyes. . . . It does not matter, for 
to day I am amazed at nothing. I have 
seen so many, many things. What does happen is 
that I do not always understand clearly what I am 
seeing, ar.d that is why, when the Day of the Dead 
dawned, I was not actually surprised that there 
were so many men still living; I merely realized 
that I did not understand it. 
I had been buried in one of those melancholy medi-
tations whose bitterness only a Spanish liberal in 
these days can understand. The gloom of a man 
who believes in friendship and finds it false, of a 
schoolboy in love with an older vvoman, of a nephew 
whose rich uncle dies without leaving a will, of a 
man who holds government bonds, of a widow 
whose pension depends on the Spanish Treasury, of 
a Deputy elected to the Cortes in the last election, 
of a soldier who lost a leg fighting for the Constitu-
tion and now has neither leg nor Constitution, of an 
editor jailed for freedom of the press, of a Minister 
in the present government-all these forms of mel-
ancholy are gay and spirited compared to the 
despair which weighed me down. 
I twisted and turned in one of those armchairs 
which are as big as beds; I beat my brow as if my 
woes were those of a deceived husband; I t~rust 
my hands deep into my pockets hunting coins to 
rub against each other, as if my pockets were the 
Spanish people and my fingers another set of gov-
ernments; I raised my eyes to heaven as if, being 
a liberal, there was no hope left anywhere else; I 
lowered them in shame as if seeing one Rebel more 
-when su,ddenly a sad and monotonous sound, like 
the clamor that follows the reading of decrees, roused 
me out of my misery. 
" The Day of the Dead!" I exclaimed. 
The hoarse bronze note, which announced the 
eternal absence of those who once had been, seemed 
to vibrate more lugubriously than ever before, as if 
tolling for its own death. The bells, too, had come 
to their last hour, and their slow and heavy ringing 
was the death-1attle of the dying: they, too, were 
about to die at the hands of liberty, which regen-
erates all, and they would be the only ones in Spain 
-heaven save us !-who would die hanging. And 
people still say that there is divine justice. 
My despair vanished. By a kind of natural 
reaction that comes when a situation is exhausted, 
I suddenly realized that melancholy is the funniest 
thing in the world for those who are looking at it. 
"Away with it!" I exclaimed, as if I were watching 
a Span ish actor. "Outside!" as if I were listening 
to a speaker in the Cortes. And I threw myself 
out into the street. 
PEOPLE were moving through the streets in great 
numbers and in a long procession, winding from 
one to another like an enormous and many-coloured 
snake. "To the cemetery, to · the c(;metery !" And 
for that they · \vere going out through the gates of 
Madrid. 
"Wait a moment," I said to myself. "Let us see 
this thing clearly. Where is this cemetery-inside 
the city gates, or out?'' 
A fearful dizziness overcame me, and then my 
eyes cleared. The cemetery was inside Madrid. 
lt was Madrid itself•. that was the · cemetery-an 
enormous cemetery where · every house was a family 
vault, every street the tomb of an event, every heart 
the grave of a hope or a desire. 
Then, and while those who thought they were 
still alive were bowed before the graves of those 
they regarded as the dead. I began to thread the 
streets of the great graveyard with all the devotion 
and respect of which I am capable. 
" Idiots," I said to the passers-by, "does it move 
you so much 'to see the dead? Have you no mir-
rors? Look at yourselves, imbeciles, and 
you will see heads I Have you come out to look at 
your fathers and your grandfathers when it is you 
yourselves who are truly the dead ? 
"They live, because they are at peace; they hav~ 
liberty, the liberty death gives, which is the only 
kind that is possible on earth; they pay no taxes 
which they cannot afford; they are neither enlisted 
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nor mobilized, . taken prisoners nor denounced as 
traitors ; they do no weeping under the eye of a 
jailer; they are the only ones who enjoy true free-
dom of speech, for they speak to the world. They 
speak in a loud voice, and no jury would dare to 
indict or to condemn them. In short, they recog-
nize only one law-the imperious law of nature 
which put them there; and that they obey." 
"WHAT monument is this?" I exclaimed, as I 
made my way through the vast graveyard. Is it in 
itself an enormous skeleton of the centuries that are 
gone, or is it the tomb of other skeletons? A palace ! 
And over the door an epitaph: "Here lies 
the throne-born in the reign of Isabel the Catholic, 
died . . . of a cold draft !" On the base, a scepter, 
a crown and other ornaments of royal dignity. 
Legitimacy. a colossal figure in black marble, wept 
above the tomb. Small boys had amused themselves 
by throwing stones and the figures showed marks 
of base ingratitude. 
And this mausoleum at the left ? The Armory. 
" Here lies Castilian valor, with all its accouter-
ments. R. I. P." 
The Buildings of the Ministry-" Here lies half 
Spain, killed by the other half." 
And further on-" Here lies the Inquisition, 
daughter of faith and fanaticism; dead of old age." 
Everywhere I went I kept hunting for a hint of 
resurrection; either none had been put on the tombs 
or should not have · been. 
What is this ? The Prison-'' Here lies freedom 
of thought." My God! In Spain, the country which 
is now educated to free institutions! The figures of 
two editors mourn above this great sepulcher. A 
chain, a gag and a pen stand sculptured in relief. 
'' This pen," I said to myself, " does it belong to the 
writers or to ti~e crooked notaries?" There was no 
way of telling. Anybody might be in jail. 
The market street, the shopping street. These 
are not so much toombs as ossuaries where com-
merce, industry, business and good faith sleep 
together in a tangled pile. 
"The Postoffice-" Here lies military insubordi-
nation." A plaster figure above the vast sepulcher 
with a finger on its lips ; in the other hand a kind 
of hieroglyphic-a broken lash representing broken 
discipline-speaks for it. 
Puerta del Sol-This is the tomb of the lying 
decrees that were posted on its walls. 
The Stock Exchange-" Here lies Spanish credit!" 
"Is it possible," I asked myself, " that, like the pyra-
mids of Egypt, this great building was erected solely 
to enclose so small a thing?" 
The National Printing Office-Unlike the Puerta 
del Sol, this building, where censorship holds forth, 
is the sepulcher where truth lies done to death and 
buried. It is the only tomb in our country where 
crowds come, in the French fashion, to scatter 
flowers. 
The Theatres-" Here lies Spanish genius." Not 
a flower, but a memorial, not an inscription. 
The Cortes-This was formerly the house of the 
Holy Spirit; but the Holy Spirit no longer comes 
down to earth in tongues of flame-
Here lies the Constitut£on, 
Born and died in a minute. 
"So be it, and it will be so for many years," I ad-
ded. "It must have had rickets, judging by the 
little life there was in it." 
TwiLIGHT came, and it was time for me to leave. 
I cast a last glance over the vast cemetery. Death 
smelled close at hand. D ogs barked with that pro-
longed howl which bespeaks their instinct for divina-
tion; the whole city shifted before my eyes like a 
dying man testing his slender thread of life; then it 
became a single va3t sepulcher; the stones fused to 
one enorm ous block that covered the great tomb. 
The epitaphs were blurred by darkness, but the 
names of the dead still le1p ~ d to the eye. 
"Away," I cried," with this horrible nightmare! 
Away!" Liberty! The Constitution! National 
opinion! Shame! Discussion! The words min-
gled with th e last echoes of the bells tolling for the 
Uay of the Dead. 
A dark cloud covered it from sight. Night came. 
Cold froze my veins. I wanted to rush out from this 
horrible graveyard and take rduge in my own heart, 
filled so short a time ago with life, illusions and 
desires. 
Holy heaven! That, too, was a cemetery. My 
heart was nothing but another tomb. Who had 
died in it? Read the epitaph. '' Here lies hope." 
That bit of satire was written not y esterday, or 
within the past year, but a hundred years ago. Yet 
how poignantly it describes the simation ia the Spain 
of to-day. 
~ Beauty's Treasure. ~ 
By Gladys P icketf. 
GLI STE N IN G beam-gems of a gold-veiled c rescent moon 
Cool, Carrera marble of a monarch's tomb. 
Vibrant, moving melod y that music sings, 
Muffled, cautious whispP.rings that nightfall brings. 
Calm serenity, pain· graven on a face , 
Awe-inspiring silence of a holy place. 
Roses, carmine-hued and veiled with silver dew, 
Sleep, the dreamless opiate when day is through. 
These are things I cannot by a rule make measure-
Precious je wels I took fr o m out of Beauty's treasure I 
THE EXPLOITS VALLEY ROYAL STORES, LIMITED, GRAND FALLS. 
Pi::tured above is the new Departmental Store, erected at Grand Falls for 
The Exploits Valley Royal Stores, Limited, who fittingly observed their 25th 
Anniversary of Merchandising in the town by its erection and occupation. 
Architecturally and otherwise it is generally conceded to be the finest 
shopping centre in the country, and the largest outside of St. John's. 
No expense has been spared and no detail overlooked in making the new 
store the leader iu its field . 
The building has a frontage of 130 feet, having a basement running the full 
length and half the width. The rear and both ends are of molded concrete 
alocks, while the front is of poured concrete, formin~ a series of panels sepa-
rated by gradually tapering concrete shafts, bevellecl at the top to match the 
curbing of the roof. The panels being hammered to give a hewn stone effect, 
contrast beautifully with the pure white shafts. There are two main entrances 
consisting of two sets of double doors, separated by aliminite bars. 
A view of the interior reveals everything up-to-th·e-minute, beautiful fixtures 
in all departments, the grocery being a dream of spotless plate glass, shiniilg 
marble and polished oak, and in the meat and fish market is installed the most 
modern " Frick" refrigerating plant in Newfoundland. 
It's a building of which any modern town may be proud, and 110 doubt will 
be appreciated by the shopping public of Grand Falls and vicinity by their 
generous patronage. 
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No Possible 
Contamination 
Can get through this last defence 
of Purity-The final step in 
the safeguarding of 
City Dairy rasteurized Milk 
~~ 
Delivered at your door 
before breakfast. 
'PHONE 1700-3300 
Newfoundland Butter Company, Limited, 
.:1- CITY DAIRY. .:1-
~======~========================================~ 




Railway Passengers AssuranCe Company 
(OF LONDON, :ENGLAND), 
The Oldest Accid~ent ?ffice il'"_' ~he World. 
' •• ., • _l:. • 
Personal Accident, Sickness, Auto, Burglary, Plate : Glass, Fidelity Bonds, 
and all classes of Casualty Insurance. 
REID BUILDING, I • . ST. JOHN'S. 
When writin& to Advertisera kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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Toledo Scales GANONG'S 
(~ NO SPRINGS .:1- HONEST WEIGHT . The Plaskon Duplex 
Chocolates 
For Over Sixty Years the Finest in the Land. 
Good Taste to Give, Delightful to Receive. 
VAN BERKEL 
MEAT SLICERS . 
THE WO R LD'S BEST. 
Is the latest addition to the Toledo family of 
Counter, Bench, Portable, Hanging, 
ENTERPRISE 
MANUFACTURING CO. Industrial, and Motor Truck Scales. 
Call and see this Wonder Scale The Largest Meat Chopper and Coffee Mill 
Factory in the World. Or write for particu lars . 
f:_RED. V. CHESMAN, Representative. 
178 Water Street, St. John's . 
.. LOOK a\·~ , 
your sHOES. 
Shoes may not make the 
man-but well ~ sh ined 
shoes make the appearance. 
-~- · 
colors-~ Sc-at all 
RING UP 1387 
"The Newfoundland Quarterly " Office 
F'or all kinds of 
JOB PRINTING. 
JOHN J. EVANS, Sr., 
Telephone 1387 . P . 0 . Box E 5168 . 38 Prescott: Street:. 
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~~THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE" 
PILOT 
All-Wave World-Wide RADIO. 
New 1939 Radios 
Built especially 
for dependable 
World- Wide RECEPTION 







always in stock. 
RADIO SERVICE. 
We have the best 
Radio Service Shop 
in Newfoundland. 
All makes of Radio 
Sets Repaired 
at Lowest Prices. 
CHARLES HUTTON & SONS, 
Hutton Building, .:1- 222 Water Street, 
ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. 
The White Clothing Co., Ltd. 
Wholesale Manufacturers of 
' 'Victory'' Brand Clothing, 
FOR MEN AND BOYS. 
Also, Ladies' Coats: Serge, Tweeds, etc. , 
American Style. 
Overalls, Work Shirts, Pants, Breeks, Raglans. 
Latest designs in Suits, Overcoats, · etc. 
Large stocks ready for the trade. 
Merchants, place your order now. 
Royal [nfield 
Tradesman Low 6ravity carrier ! 
SERVICEABLE $320 ECONOMICAL 
Equipped with 3 Wheel Brakes, Lights, 
Legshields, Windshield. 
For Grocer, Butcher, Milk Delivery: 
Carrying Capacity Three Hundred Weight. 
O ne Week's Transportation on 2 Galls. Gas. 
NIGHTINGALE MOTORS, Ltd. 
FEAVER'S LANE, St. John's. 'Phone 355. 
SILVERTONE 
THE RADIO WITH 
THE SUPER SPREAD BAND. 
VISlT THE 
Great Eastern Oil Co., Ltd., Show· Rooms. 
When Buying 
A New Range, Cooking, Hall 
or Dining Room Stove 
visit 
Kenneth Ruby's Store, 
Comer Waldegrav~ .and Water Streets. 
Also a full line of 
Aluminum and Enamel Ware, 
Sheathing Paper, etc. 
Phone I075· P. 0. Box 916. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention "Tae Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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Equal to High Grade Oil Paint and 
at less than Half the Cost. 
Horwood Lumber Co., Ltd., 
Distributors. __ _ 
M. F. MURPHY CO., 
HAIR DRESSING PARLORS, 
Established 1898-Water Street, uear Steer' 1 Cove- opp. Queeu Theatre. 
At your Service every business day ,from 8.30 a.m. 
to 7.30 p.m.; Saturdays, to !0.30 p.m. 
Tbe same courteous and efficient attention to one all 
Prices iu accordauce with the times. 
S. E. GARLAND, 
Leading Bookseller, 
190 Duckworth Street. 
We specialize in 
Newfoundland Literature. 
Charles F. Gamherg, 
PAINTER and DECORATOR. 
"?ti~-
Residence and Workshop : 21 Barnes Road, 
'Phone J853 R. St. John's, Nfld. 
S JOr and think how m~ch you can lose. 
LOOK how others have suffered. 
LISJ(N to what people say about 
r"o(Nix quick adju~tments, reasonable rates, and service. 
VV. & G. RENDELL, 
Insurance Agents since 1804. 
276 Water Street. Phone 190. 
RAWLINS CROSS GROCERY, 
VV. J. MURPHY, 
-DEALER IN-
Provisions, fine firoceries, fruits, 
fresh Meats, Sausages, Etc. 
140 Military Road, 75 Prescott Street, aucL148 Water Street Weot. 
TELEPHONES 3200 and 3201. 
SQUIRES & SAUNDERS 
Barristers, Solicitors and Notaries. 
LAW AND INSURANCE OFFICES. 
TELEPHONES 707 & 708. 
198 Water Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
Lawrence Brothers, Limited. 
CARRIAGE and SLEIGH BUILDERS, 
Automobiles Painted and Hoods Recovered, 
Embalming and Funeral Directing 
attended to. 
Telephones: Facfory, 705 ; Nighf and Homes, 1511 W. 
149 Gower Street. St. John's, Nfld. 
ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR 
Superior Brand Ready to Wear Clothing. 
MANUFACTURED BY 
Newfoundland Clothing Company, Ltd. 
Wilen writinj,t to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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''Our Own'' 
Bread and Cakes 
Many Pleasing Varieties. · 
Outport Enquiries Solicited. 
Best by Test. 
EAST_ END BAKERY, Ltd. 
Mf\X J. LAWLOR 
Dealer in 
Highest Quality Meats. 
Sausages a Specialty. 
Telephone 2483. 168 Duckworth Street. 
W. & L. K'ELL Y, $ 
(Successors to James Kelly) 
Anatomical Shoe Makers 
Phone 1556 W. 12 Barnes Road. 
Phot ograf>hs. 
YoU: cannot rely on your memory to 
preserve the impressions of yesterday. 
- - .... \._ 
PHOTOGRAPHS alone endure the everchanging 
characteristics of to-day. -
For Expert Developing and Printing send your 
Films to us. We give clear brilliant 
prints beautifully enamelled. 
Enlargements made from any Photograph, or film negative. 
Wedding groups photographed Day or Night. 
Appointments can be made for any time. 
S. H. PARSONS & SONS, 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
Phone 521. . Comer Water and Prescott Streets. P. 0 . Box 5288. 
JOB PRINTINGs- s, 
Neatly and Expeditiously done at The Quarterly 
Office, 38 Prescott Street. Sixty years continu-
ous experience in all kinds of Printing ir 
Newfoundland. Personal attention given to 
every class of work. 
JOHN J . EVANS. 
THE TOWN OF CARBONEAR, CONCEPTION BAY. 
__ Holloway Photo . 
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NEWFOUNDLAND RAILWAY 
THE OVERLAND ROUTE 
Ready and 
$ $ 
anxious to serve your $ $ 
every Transportation Requirement. 
Ship and I ravel " Overland" for Service Unexcelled. 
HARVEY & Co., Ltd. 
( Established 1767 ) 
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND. 
Importers and Wholesale Provision Merchants. 
Owners and Operators of Cold Storage Plants and 
Smoke - Houses. 
Buyers and Exporters of all Newfoundland and Labrador 
Products. 
Owners and Outfitters for Steam Trawlers and Banking 
Schooners. 
Shipowners and Shipping Agents. 
AGENTS FOR 
Furness-Red Cross Line, 
Newfoundland-Canada Steamships, 
Pan-American Airways, Inc., 
Imperial Airways, Ltd. 
ALSO 
Correspondents Board of Underwriters of New York. 
HEAD OFFICE - - ST. JOHN'S, 




and Rose Blanche. 
Correspondence IDvited. Cable Address: HARVEY. 
TRY OUR 
Midland Coal. 
It has all the qualities desired. 
No dust1 No clinker1 No white ash. 
A. E. Hickman Co.,Ltd. 
Mcfiuire's Bakery, Ltd. 
Make your home happy 
by becoming a user of 
McfiUIRf'S "fXCfL BRfAD" 
undoubtedly the best loaf on the market. 
-ALSO-
Try one of their Apple or Apricot Pies 
they are simply delicious. 
McGUIRE'S BAKERY, Limited 
BOND STREET, 
P. 0. BOX E 5303. Phone 794. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention "Tile Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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Job Brothers & Co., Ltd., 
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND. 
6eneral. Merchants and fxporters of Newfoundland rroducts. 
Codfish, Cod Oil, Cod Liver Oil, Seal Oil and Skins, Frozen Fish, 
"Hubay" and " r.,bdor" Brand Frozen Salmon, Berries, &c. 
Provisions, Groceries, Naval Stores, Fishing Supplies, Salt, &c. 
MOREY'S COAL 
Welsh and American Anthracite, North Sydney Screened Coal, Besco Coke. 
AGENTS FOR: 
Royal Insurance Co., Ltd., Liverpool (Fire and -Life), National Fire Insurance Co., of Hartford, 
Union Marine and General Insurance Co., Ltd., Liverpool. 
MANAGERS OF: 
Ungava Steamship Company, Limited.-S.S. "Ungava," S.S. "Neptune." 
Those who love and remember 
have a sacred mission to perform-
The selection of a suitable 
memo rial is the final tribute that 
loving ca1e can bestow. 
A Monument or Headstone can·ed 
and lettered by the Skinner sculp-
tors and artists, means everlastir.g 
Fatisfac ti on . 
We use only a special grade of 
be5t selected Marble-white or blue. 
Write to-day for a beautiful 
selection of photo• and mail order 
·,-=::::::=====::!::;:;:::;:'"] form and price list. 
Get the q uality that made th e 
name famous . 
HYLAN 
THE MASTER CRAFTSMEN OF MEMORIAL ART. 
Skinner's Monumental Works, 
369 Duckworth Street, 
P. 0 . Box 4-22. E s tablished 1874 . 
The Bennett · Brewing Co., 
Limited.--• 






Newfoundland Produces no Better Beers 
P. 0. Box 23. Phone 159. 
CLANCY & CO., LTD. 
( Successors to J. D. Ryan.) 
--Importers of--
Groceries and Provisions. 
Distributors of 
CORONA TEA. 
353 Duckworth Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
P. 0. Box 884 'Phone 40. 
INSURE WITH THE 
QUEEN, 
the Company having the largest 
number of Policy Holders m 
Newfoundland. 
Every satisfaction given m 
settling losses. 
Offoice: 137 Water- Street, facing Prescott StrHt. 
P. 0. Box E 5078. Telephone 658. 
GEO. H. HALLEY, Ltd., Agents. 
T. J. POWER, Manager. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention " The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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~ c.••• ~•••-• • "C~m••••" Sl. Joha'L Cadoo Uood • A. B.C. Slh •dlllao. I 
i CROSBIE & COMPANY, LIMITED, i 
~ a ~ i 1 CHESLEY CROSBIE, Manager. 1 
i BUYERS AND EXPORTERS OF I I Codfish, Oil, and all other Newfoundland ~-
1 Products of the Sea. I 
I Agents for Fire and Marine Insurance. I 
; I 
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Marine Agencies rrotect ~~~~~rroperty. 
steamship owner~:m~::·nts and operators Niagara-fire Insurance Company 
of New York. Operating Regular Sailings to 
Mediterranean, 
Oporto, Brazil 
and West Indies. 
Water Street, fast, St. John's, Nfld. 
Canadian Department: Montreal, 
W. E. BALDWIN, Manager. 
Incorporated in r8so. 
Has been over 70 years in business. 
Unexcelled reputation for SERVICE, 
SECURITY and PROMPT PAYMENTS. 
A. T. GOODRIDGE, 
Ayre's Cove. Agent for Newfoundland. 
ESTABLISHED J886. GENUINE 
C 0 A L TAR Garr~~!LES~r:?~:rAIL td., . 
We are now prepared to 
supply the Trade with this 
High Quality Product, 
Made in Newfoundlan d. 
GENUINE COAL TAR 
is supplied in 40 Gallon Leak-proof D rums, 
20 Gallon Barrels, and H alf-Barrels. 
Phone 2782. 
St.John's Gas Light Co. 
Offices: T . A. Building, 
Duckworth Street. 
. Bookseller and Stationer. 
Water Street, opposite General Post Office. 
Christmas Cards, Calendars, Gift Dress-
ings, Christmas Decorations and 
Novelties, Children's Books. 
.Gift Books, Diaries and Gift Stationery. 
Also a special line of Leather Goods 
always in stock. 
Telephone 538. P. 0 . Box 604. 
When writin~ to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Q uarterly." 
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ESTABLISHED 1836 
Insurance of any kind When you • require 
\Write, P .hone or Wire 
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE 
INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
BOWRING BROTHERS, LTD., 
Agents for Newfoundland. 
Honest Value 
-full weight-careful delivery-that'• 
the ..,.y we keep our old customen 
and make new ODel CODKaad7J 
~Phoae cod•7• 
A. HARVEY & CO., Ltd. 
Carnell's Funeral Home 
Under the Management of Carnell' s Carriage Factory, Ltd., 
Embalmers and Funeral Directors. 
Most up-to-date Motor Hearse and Private Ambulance. 
Closed Hearse Open Hearse 
Always available. 
Tbe most comprehensive stock of Caskets and Mountings alway on hand. 
A. G. CARNELL, Prop., GEOFFREY CARNELL, Manager. 
Fhones 595 Day ; 1237 Night and Holiday. 
"Quality Without Extravagance." 
~ THISTLE'S ~ 
Shoe Repair Service 
24-Hour Service. 
Work called for and delivered. 
Phone 3146. Opp. Bowring's Grocery. 




and Jobben of Men's, 
Women's and Children's 
FOOTWEAR. 
Also, Sole . Agents for 
" Excel " Long Rubbers. 
Write· for Prices. 
ESTABLISHED J 880, PARKER & MONROE, Ltd., 
Still Going Strong. 
Fire Insurance. 
The Shoe Men. 
Effect it with old, reliable and 
prompt-paying . company. 
Cb~· Yorksbir~ 
lnsuranc( Company. £td. 
Losses by Gas, Lightning and Forest Fires not excepted. Ask fer rate 
before insuring elsewhere. All information gladly given. 
McGRATH & FURLONG, Barriste", Solicitors & Notary Public, Agent. 
Office: 263 Duckworth Street. l'hon e 61. 
The Newfoundl.and Quarterly. 
-AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE-
[ssued every third month about the 15th of March, J une, September and 
December from the office 
38 Prescott Street, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
JOHN J . EVANS, SR., ·:· ·:· -:· PRINTER AND Pit.OPlt.IETOII 
To whom all Communications should be addressed. 
Subscription Rates 1 
Single Copies, each.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . 20 cents. 
One Year, in advance, Newfoundland ...... .. .. . .•• .. •.. .. •.. So 1' 
Foreign Subscriptions (including Canada) ..•. ...... •• ....• .• . 90 " 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mentio~ "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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FURINESS RED CROSS t:IN.E 
J F:'ortnightly Fast Passenger and Freight Service between 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. s ,. , ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. 
S.S. " Fort Amherst" l eave New York and St. Jo-hn's every alternate Saturday; 
Halifax, Monday night via St. Pierre; due St. John's Thursday. · 
T hrough Rates Quoted to ports 
in West Indies, South America 
and Far East. 
The maintenance of a regular 
Schedule provides Importers and 
Exporters with the most expediti-
ous means of transportin: their 
goods. · 
The Courteous Service which tbe 
Passenger receives throu~hout the 
voyage is a guarantee of a pleasaat 
trip. 
S. S. FORT AMHERST \ and S. S. FORT TOWNSHEND . 
Harvey & (:o., Ltd., Furness Red Cross Line, Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 
St. John's, N.f'., Agents. f'urnes !l Ho use, 34 Wh itehall St., New York City. Halifax, N.S., Agents. 
Pier 96, North Rive r, New York City. 
Your Christmas 
I Cakes and Pies 
wai be better 




. . . . IT'S· A . . .. 
BROWNING ~HARVEY 
PRODUCT, 





R A.D I 0 S . 
DICKS· & CO., LTD., 
Radio Department. 
When writin: to Advertisers kiadly aentioa ";rhe Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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There's a Present for Every Member of 
& your family in our & 
I 
Lamp Department 
For Mother, Sis, Buddy, Aunt Lou, or Who 1 Just name 
the person and we will show you LAMPS 
specially made for him or her. 
A great selection, and a sure way to complete 
you.r shopping quickly and effectively with a Gift 
that i~ certain to please-and the Prices are Lower 
this season than ever before for real quality, well 
built, Stylish Lamps and Shades. 
Visit Our Showroom to-morrow-
Give a Lamp-the Bright Gift. 
Newfoundland Light and rower 
Company, Limited, 
Phone 239. St. John's. 
I f you are not particular about - what you eat and drink, then read no further. 
BUT if you prefer the Best in Flavour-
ings, the Best in Spices, and the 
Fin_est Fruit Syrups, 
THEN always demand 
IMPERIAL. 
NEWFOUNDLAND'S FINEST BEER 
India Pale Ale 
Sold at Board of Liquor, Licensed Hotels and 
on Newfoundland Railways and Steamers. 
Newfoundland Brewery, Ltd. 
ST. JOHN'S BREWERS 
AND BOTTLERS. 




BLACK and GALVANIZED PIPE 
and 
FITTINGS, ETC. 
James G. Crawford 
'Phone 643. 
P. 0. Box 643. St. John's, Nfld. 
INSURE WITH CONFIDENCE 
IN THE 
PHOENIX J~~~!::CJF HARTFORD 
" Kept up to a Standard of Quality, nol / -
J. B. MITCHELL, & SON, Ltd., 
shaved down to a Price." 
AGENTS.--. 
When writin' to Advertisers kiadly mention "The. Newfo\lndland Quarterly." 
